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Greeks left h mel ss
By BRIAN SMITH
News Editor
Do not expect any expansion of
Greek housing in the near future.
In February, the Board of
Regents urged UCF not to proceed with the plans to expand
Greek housing on 14 acres that is
located between Alafaya Trail

and Lake Claire due to opposition from an environmental
group.
The Sierra Club became
involved after reviewing the proposed master plan amendment
from UCF to change the land-use
designation of 14 acres of the
existing 24.08 acre preserve in
the northwest quadrant for a

e to Sierra ,

............a:
:

seven-house expansion of Greek
housing.
Judith Hancock, chairperson of
public lands for the Sierra Club,
voiced her objections to the
expansion in a letter to the Board
of Regents.
"We are shocked by this proposal," Hancock wrote. "It has
been our belief that the master

plan, which was approved'by the
Board of Regents in 1994, signified a meaningful level of commitment by the university to protect the unique natural communities which exist in the dedicated
conservation areas."
The 1994 master plan designated the 24.08 acres as a preserve
and a relocation site for gopher

Future
ministers can
earn master's
degree at UCF
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UCF and the Reformed
,Theological Seminary · have
agreed on a joint-graduate program involving UCF's master
of arts in teaching English to
speakers of other languages
and the seminary's master of
arts in theological studies.
Kathryn Seidel, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
said the program will begin
next fall when the seminary,
which is located. in Maitland,
expands to Oviedo.
The program will allow UCF
students to take courses at the
seminary. It is an accredited,
non-denominational, Protestant
seminary that teaches graduate
level instruction for people
who want to become ministers.
It will also allow students of
the seminary to earn master
of arts in teaching English to
speakers of other languages at
UCF.
The idea for this program
began when Seidel and Al
Mawhinney, dean of the seminary, met after they were ca~led
for jury duty.
They began discussing the
possibility of forming a relationship between their respective programs.
"I was very interested
because we don't have a master's degree in religion at this
time," Seidel said. "With an
institution like that so close, I
thought some of our students
would be interested in taking
some courses in religion."
Mawhinney told Seidel he

A mentor. A role model.. A
friend.
These are the words colleagues used to describe former UCF librarian June
Stillman, 68, who was murdered by her 14-year old
neighbor in her Oviedo home
March 10.
· June worked at the UCF
library the day it opened in
1968 until her retirement in
December 1996. At her retirement dinner, a microphone
was passed around and everyone had a story to tell about
June .. She was the head reference librarian for most of her
career and was responsible for
implementing the telephone
reference service.
In 1986, she earned a master's degree in English, proving how important pursuing
an education was to her. She
tried to instill this into those
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By OLIVIA K. CURNOW
Managing Editor

By JAMES COMBS
Staff Writer.
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tortoises and Florida mice. The
tortoises are listed by the federal
government as a "species of special concern" due to their
decreasing population.
Hancock said the expansion
will also destrny a valuable education resource.

Friends
remember one
of tJCF's first
librarians
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Center shows students stress should not control their lives
By NICOLE KING
Staff Writer
UCF's Counseling and Testing Center
has begun a stress management group
for students. Students will learn specific
techniques for dealing with stress and
anxiety and will share their concerns
with each other.
"One of the main things that we work
on is to change negative thinking," said
Dr. Michael Burgan, co-leader of the
group. "If students are constantly
putting themselves down, that becomes

a self-fulfilling prophecy. They don't
realize that by saying they can't do
something makes it more likely to come
true."
Burgan said the group focuses largely
on having students think about the kind
of self-talk they have been using.
"We teach them how to dispute the
negative thoughts and turn them into
realistic statements and then teach them
to police their thoughts and not let themselves go back into that negative atti-

See CENTER, Page 4

Proceed with caution

Hops

Spring football

Students need to be careful while
getting around campus.
- Page 11

Microbrewery and restaurant is a
tasty combo.
- Page 14

UCF opens practice on March 18.
-
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Semiriary to fill need for ministers with advanced education
From PAGE 1

would be interested in some of
his students taking the English
courses at UCF.
"The reason is that there are
many ministries that send people to other countries and not
only do religious work, but they
also teach classes in English as
a second language," Seidel said.
After that, various people
from UCF's foreign language
department met with faculty of
the seminary. Once they mutu-

ally agreed on the program,
UCF decided the seminary
could include the dual enrollment in its catalog.
Seidel said about 10 students
from each institution may participate in the program during
the fall 1998 semester. They
will be able to complete their
studies in a shorter time because
both institutions will accept
nine credit hours from each
other.
Seidel said it wilf take seminary students two or three years

to graduate with their degrees at
UCF.
Students who take courses in
the seminary will learn about
the Hebrew Bible, the New
Testament, study of the
Gospels, study of ethical and
moral behavior from a Christian
perspective and study the recent
writers on religion . They will
also learn the business aspects
of being a minister.
Seidel said both UCF and
seminary students will benefit
from the program.

"I think the seminary students
will get a wonderful idea of
cross-culturalism," Seidel said.
"One of the things that our program does is talks about the cultural differences that occur
when you try to teach English to
a non-American.
"You're not only teaching a
lang.uage, but you are a representative of a completely different culture. I think they will get
a lot of good information about
how to make that a very smooth
transition.

"I think UCF students who
might have an interest in the
ministry would get a good idea
if that is what they want to do if
they attend the seminary."
The seminary was established
seven years ago and now has
more than 600 students. Seidel
expects the program to grow.
"There is quite a demand for
ministers
who
have
an
advanced education, and I think
that will bring their students to
our campus," Seidel said.
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Professor gives students an education for the future
By NATALffi NATALE
Staff Writer

Despite his busy teaching schedule,
marketing professor Dr. Ronald Rubin
still has time to devote to his students and
family.
Rubin began teaching at UCF in
1972
when
?~
only 5,000 students attended
the university.
Rubin teaches more than 10 undergraduate and six graduate courses in marketing.
Rubin earned a bachelor's degree in
economics from Queens College of the
City University of New York, a master's
degree in international business from
Wharton School of the University of
Pennsylvania and a doctorate jn business
administration and marketing from the
University of Massachusetts.
In 1972, Rubin left Western New
England College to become an assistant
professor at UCF.
Rubin has been involved with more than
75 UCF activities and committees during
his 26-year teaching career. He is serving
as coordinator for Mu Kappa Tau, the
Marketing National Honorary Society, for
the sixth consecutive year.
The native of Laurelton, N.Y:, has coauthored numerous books, journals and
periodical articles including: Strategy and
Competition: A Business Simulation,
Rubin and Luck Data Analysis Disk, PCMarketer: Computer Aided Exercises··
Using Lotus 1-2-3 and Starting and 'i
Managing Your Central Florida Business.
Rubin requires his students to engage in
various forms of field research, geographic information systems and spreadsheet

analysis. His marketing intelligence classes are teaming up with the hospitality
manage~ent department to conduc;t field
research at Epcot Center during the spring
semester.
Students will

•
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Marketing students say Rubin lives up
to the reputation of being a tough professor.
"I demand a great deal from my students," Rubin
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pate in a two-hour training
session, receive a complimentary lunch
and become "secret shoppers" at designated locations throughout the theme park.
Students will monitor anything from waiting-line pace, overall cleanliness to
employee attitudes.

said. "Only to be certain that they are
prepared to enter the competitive world of
business that is waiting for them after
graduation."
Senior marketing majors Dan Pettit and
Alex Earnhardt said Rubin's classes have
taught them pra<:tical and effective skills
they will use in the future.

"I learned more useful information from
his one note guide than from all of my
other classes combined at UCF," Pettit
said. "Studying for marketing intelligence
was lengthy, but the knowledge is something that I would actually be able to use
once I graduate."
Earnhardt said he became more computer literate after talcing a class taught
by Rubin.
"Before taking Rubin's class, I did not
know finding information on the
Internet could be so easy," Earnhardt
said.
Rubin said he is most proud of his
family and professional accomplishments.
He earned the 1995 TIP Award for
teaching excellence and the 1995 and
1996 Carl H. Galloway Faculty
Performance Award.
Rubin's hobbies are computers,
amateur astronomy and watching
baseball. He is one of only 600 people in the United States who builds
ships inside large wine bottles.
Although he listens to world band
radio and oldies WHOO 990am,
Rubin and his wife of 29 years
attend the Orlando opera regularly.
Rubin will travel to Brazil in
April to host a workshop sponsored by Solomon Brothers.
When asked about his future,
Rubin said he is unsure but will tqke
whatever that may come in stride.
"I have no idea," Rubin said. "I take one
day at a time."
Rubin's office hours are Tuesday and ·
Thursday in the Business Administration
Building. For more information abouf
Rubin contact his web site at
http://www.ucf.bus.edu
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Organizatioils kick up their heels to raise funds
and compete in a dance competition.
For more information contact
Kappa Delta.

By DAWN MYERS
Staff Writer

Kappa Delta will host its
annua'l Sham-Rock project on
March 19. All proceeds benefit
its national philanthropy, The
National Committee to Prevent
Child Abuse.
Groups from fraternities,
sororities and other clubs and
organizations will participate

IN OTHER GREEK
NEWS:
• Lambda Theta Phi will hold
Lambda Hoop Jam on April 4.
This is a three-on-three basketball tournament and it will be

held at University High School .
People wishing to enter may

I'PEEK
sign up by March 26. The cost is
$10 per player and all proceeds
benefit Spouse and Abuse, Inc.
March 11 was "One Magic
Night" -for Alpha Xi Delta and
Lambda Chi Alpha .

Alpha Xi's Third Annual XiMan competition resulted in
raising about $1,600 for the
Orlando
Magic
Youth
Foundation. Brian Mciver of
Lambda Chi Alpha was chosen
as the 1998 Xi-Man.
As Xi-Man, Mciver is the
philanthropy representative for
Alpha Xi. He will participate in
community service projects to
benefit Choose Children.

IN REGARDS TO LAST
WEEK'S COLUMN:
The article in the March 11
edition of The Central Florida
Future was incorrectly reported.
The contact number for Pi
Kappa Phi is 275-1579. The fraternity is still conducting meetings and interviews for anyone
who is interested in learning
more about this colony.
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The K2 demo vans roll into
town. We rock. You roll.
This my friend, is the
Skateapalooza College Tour.
Afree, day-long campus
event where you can demo
K2 1998 SoftBoot skates
and learn from our llSA
certified instructors, while
we blast the tunes and give
aw.av free stuff.

Skate 2000
Winter Springs
Red Willow Plaza
5942 Red Bug Lake Road
407 699-9566

Lake Mary
Lake Mary Village
3801 W. Lake Mary Blvd.
407 322-3930
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UCF needs governor's approval to .use land
From PAGE 1
"The preserve and long-time
teaching area cannot be replicated," Hancock said. "If destroyed,
the university will have allowed
the loss of a unique and biologically diverse part of the campus
that has enriched the lives of
numerous students, and which
we believed would continue to
do so into the future."
Hancock is also concerned
about a southern expansion plan
by the north entrance to UCF
along Alafaya Trail.
This area is a combination of
scrub and xeric oak vegetation
communities, Hancock said. It
should be recognized that the
proposed area is not large

enough and too narrow to provide a meaningful habitat for
these species.
"The present and future proposed roadways will likely result
in mortality to _the species,"
Hancock said, referring to the
tortoises.
Robert G. Nave, office of
University Support Services,
explained in a letter to Pete
Newman, director of facilities
planning, the Board of Regents'
decision to not proceed with the
expansion.
"Since the Sierra Club has
expressed an unwillingness to
compromise on this matter, I
think it is safe to assume that any
proposed amendment to the UCF
campus master plan which has

the effect of authorizing the con- has left Lambda Chi Alpha and
struction of Greek housing in Alpha Xi Delta without a site for
that portion of the northwest · their houses. Also, plans to build
campus presently designated as a 100-bed Greek lodge that
preservation lands will be decid- would house small fraternal
ed before the g~)Vernor and cabi- organizations has been put on
net," Nave said.
hold.
Leaders of the Greek commuUCF cannot build on the land
without the approval of the gov- nity are disappointed about the
ernor and his cabinet. Their situation.
"It's frustrating because it puts
approval is necessary for changa hold on the growth of the
ing the master plan.
"I cannot tell you not to pro- Greek community," said Beth
ceed, but I can tell you that I Eschhonberg of Alpha Xi Delta.
Our organization has not laid
think the governor and cabinet
would rule against UCF and in out any other plans to build elsefavor of the Sierra Club," Nave where, but we do have faith in
wrote to Newman. "I just think our Greek leaders, Eschhonberg
the deck is stacked against you said.
"Our chapter is strong enough,
on this matter."
The efforts by the Sierra Club we'll work something out,"

Eschhonberg said.
John Carroll, Lambda Chi
Alpha, echoed Eschhonberg's
frustration.
"With all the construction on
campus, it's unfortunate they are
hindering our progress," Carroll
said. "I thought that they had
done a survey and found that the
tortoises were not a factor. It's
unfair but that's the way it goes.
"Look at the construction
going on around the campus.
They're hacking down trees like
crazy," Carroll said.
Eschhonberg said she understands the decision by the Board
of Regents.
"I think the respect for the
Sierra Club is understood," she
said.

Center provides supportive, non-judgmental environment
From PAGE 1
tude," he said. "Just a change in
attitude can reduce a lot of anxiety."
Burgan' s co-leader of the
group, Laura Peddie-Bravo, said
students will learn relaxation
techniques,
self-hypnosis,
breathing techniques, visualization and progressive relaxation.
Peddie-Bravo said the tech. niques can apply to every situation.
"Learning ways to cope with
stress and anxiety can be helpful
in many ways," she said.
"Whenever you feel stress, either
taking a test, waiting in traffic or
at a family function."
Burgan said students should
take advantage of the group

because not only will professionals be working with the group,
but other group members will
also share their experiences and
offer advice.
"Just knowing that you're not
alone a lot of times makes a big
difference," Burgan said.
Peddie-Bravo explained how
stress affects people in different
ways.
Oftentimes, studen_ts do poorly
on exams and they don't know
why or they feel tense all the
time and are unable to relax.
Peddie-Bravo said she often
hears students complain about
feeling rushed or even having
. physical
symptoms
like
headaches, insomnia, poor eating, tension in their muscles or
having trouble breathing.

She said students often wait too
long before coming in for help.
"When it starts affecting their
grades they come in," PeddieBravo said. "They should come
in when they start feeling overwhelmed. People don't have to
come to the group only when
they are really bad off. They can
come just for personal growth or
to learn how to cope."
Burgan said students should
visit the center to learn about
themselves.
"Students will understand more
about themselves and gain self
knowledge,"
Burgan said.
"Gaining self knowledge is the
first step in establishing a strong
identity, that is knowing who you
are ·and knowing what you
believe. When you have a strong

identity, you can stand stress a sources of stress," Burgan said.
"Of the many things we work
lot better."
The success of how well the with, stress is one that there are a
techniques work for students lot of good tools to manage it
depends on whether or not the effectively."
Burgan added this is a great
student wants to change and if
they put the time and energy into .time in student's lives to improve
using the techniques, Peddie- their stress management skills
and their communication skills.
Bravo said.
"When students sincerely want
"This service is free of charge
to cope, I've never seen the tech- and provided by highly trained
niques not decrease stress or professionals," Burgan said.
anxiety," Peddie-Bravo said. "This is an opportunity to make
"We can show students that they some great improvements in
are not alone and that there are their lives."
other people who are struggling
The w~rkshop is offered every
with similar issues. It's a sup- Wednesday from 1:30 p.m. to
portive and non-judgmental 2:30 p.m. The Counseling and
environment for the students."
· Testing Center also offers groups
"Stress is a major component for eating disorders, personal
of a college student's life and development and performance
there are a lot of different enhancement for athletes.
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I bet you never thought you
could work part-time (fulltime avail) at a large
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extra income. All you need
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We teach you the rest. We
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Former librarian was an
inspiration to students

Most people
in our business
want you to get
life insurance.

From PAGE 1
around her: family, friends, co-workers and students.
"She inspired and nurtured the students," said
Meg Scharf, head reference librarian who worked
in the same department as June. "One thing° that
sticks out is how she was able to convey how
important learning was."
June was well-known to everyone working at
UCF. Former and current administrators and faculty attended the funeral held Monday to pay
their respects and offer condolences. St.
Matthew's Episcopal Church was packed with
people who shared fond memories of June.
"She had a beautiful garden," said Cynthia
Kisby, online search coordinator at the library.
"Most people don't make so much beauty out of
dirt and grass. It was really an art. It was like a
painting."
_
Meredith Semones described June as a friend
who loved to brag about her two daughters and
three grandsons.
"We shared a lot of personal memories,"
Semones said. "She was a compassionate and
loving person."
Ingrid Hunt, senior library technical assistant,
worked with June in telephone reference. She
said June loved the student assistants. No matter
how rr.iany mistakes they made, June insisted that
every young person needs a chance.
"She was an example," Hunt said. "There are
many librarians today that were her assistants.
She always encouraged them to do well."
June's work was recognized by even those who
did not work very closely with her.
"She was a role model in h_er profession for the
other librarians," said Dean McFall, university
spokesperson.
Scharf said June was lively and vibrant despite
the many years she had seen.
"She was a real Southern lady," Scharf said.
"She had such dignity and grace. She touched so
many lives.

(We want you to get a life.)
Come and learn how a career with
us can be more than just a job.
On-Campus Interviewing
UCF Career Resource Center
March 26, 1998
or call
Grace Colwell
Director of Recruiting
407 /872-2282 ext. 138
Fax: 407/839-33'64
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SG Productions throws
Spring Fling with concerts
By JOHN TURNER

•
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Staff Writer
On April 3, Srudent
Government Productions will
feature
concerts
with
groups
such as
Sister
Hazel
and
House of Dreams. Other groups
will play as well including
Average Joe, Deja, Gumwrapper
Curb and Still Life. At the event,
there will be food, games and
prizes.
The concert will be located at
the Intramural Softball Field
Three and will be free for UCF
students.
The senate also passed bill 3050, which is an addendum budget of $919 ,24S- that is a replacement from the original 19971998 annual budget.
This is the second attempt to
pass ~ addendum budget
because the first faced a possible
veto by the student body president, Keith McDonald.
The bill will give the senate
$160,000. The senate has spent
the current fiscal year's allocation and has $48,000 worth of
bills passed, which will come
out of the additional allocation.

The senate also added in the
addendum budget money to
expand the weight room's operating hours and to add new
weight room equipment.
Most of the money in the
addend:um budget will go to the
executive branch, which will
receive more than $700,000 to'
pay for utilities, auxiliary overhead, capital outlay, an SGA
UCF entrance sign, as well as
the . Reflecting Pond and
Fountain Expansion Project.
Sen. David Siegel authored the
addendum budget.
''The senate focused the addendum budget on providing benefit
directly back to individual students," Siegel said. "It also represents student government's
desire to partner with the UCF
administration on beautifying
the University of Central Florida
campus."
The bill passed by acclamation
from the senate and is awaiting
McDonald's signature.
It was also announced that the
activity and service fee committee would hold two more meetings before dissolving for the
year.
The recommendations for the
fiscal year's annual budget are
expected to arrive to the organization, appropriation and financ_e
(OAF) committee between
March 16 and 20 for possible

changes and additions.
"Once again the Student
Union did not submit a budget to
the committee as required,"
Siegel said. "The last time they
submitted a budget for review
was in fiscal year's 1995-1996
annual budget."
Sen. Jamie Halscott is concerned that the delay by the
Student Union in submitting its
budget can cause problems foi:
the senate.
"This most certainly can agitate things once this budget hits
the senate floor," Halscott said.
"Every agency of student government submitt~d a budget to

C•inusoon

the committee, we are puzzled

at

Construction the UCF bookstore is still in progress as students
and faculty await the larger variety of books and Starbucks Cafe'.

why the Student Union did not
do the same."
Once the budget arrives to the
OAF committee, it will be
assigned a bij.l number and will
be debated on the senate floor
before passing.

entral
lorida

IN REGARDS TO
LAST WEEK'S
SENATE COLUMN:

uture

·According to UCF spokesperson Dean McFall, there is no
question of where the $10.9 million
from
the
Capital
Improvement Trnst Fund will
go. The funds will go to a new
recreational services building .
We regret the error.
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Muslims hope to
end ignorance
through education
By LORI CARTER
Staff Writer

According to Raja, the biggest
misconception of the nonMuslim
The UCF Muslim Association ethnic groups is the women are
has two main objectives: to give mistreated because of the
forth the message of Islam in the clothes they wear and the covering Qf their hair.
universities/communities
"Islam believe in total respect
throughout the country and to
keep peace within the Muslims for the women," Raja said.
and non-Muslims by providing "Women were given full rights
true and correct know ledge of in Islam long before any other
country."
the Muslim culture.
Taimour Raja, vice president
According to Musri, the media
of the Muslim Association, said and the movies portray women
in the past the organization has (of the Muslim faith) to wear
had focus lectures, which have dark clothing, cover their bodies
to do with the religion and race and are mistreated.
"God
in
American e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e comsociety.
manded
women to
One of the
"We are trying to edube modest
lectures
cate people in general
and not to
focused on
the differshow off
about the Muslims.
their bodence
Education does solve
ies,"
between the
the ignorance through
Musri
Muslim
said.
religion and
lectures."
"Nuns
the
wear
Christian
- Taimour Raja
religion.
Islamic
Vice president of the
"We are
type
Muslim Association
clothing.
trying
to
educate
e e e e • e e e e e e e e e e They
cover
people in
their hair
general
about the Muslims," Raja said. and body too."
"Education does solve the ignoUCF student Belinda LongA
rance through lectures."
admires the Muslim faith.
Imam Muhammad Musri,
"It is a beautiful custom,"
Islamic Society of Central Long said. "Americans have
Florida, said there are a few dif- this belief that it is odd to wear
ferences between the religions that kind of clothing and cover
of the Muslim and Christian your hair. It is different cultures
faiths.
what you have been taught to
"The main difference is Jesus believe in."
was born miraculously and is
"In the west, clothes are
one of the mighty messengers of designed by men around sexualGod," Musri said. "He delivered ity," Raja said. "Woman are
the message to his people."
treated badly here. You don't
Musri said other differences look at the mind but 'their body."
include: God is not in the shape
UCF student Christopher
of a human being, nor does he Johnson said women in America
have a family; Muslims do not should be more modest, while
believe in the Trinity, which is some women are too modest.
God-creator, Jesus-messenger
"Personally, there are some
and The Holy Spirit, which is women who show too much,
stated in the Old and New which is disrespectful to themTestaments; and the Muslims selves," Johnson · said. "Then
believe the crucifixion never there are other women who
happened.
accentuate their beauty. It all
"God · will decide on depends on the individual."
Judgement Day," Musri said. "If
The Muslim Association meets
we are evil in the world, we risk every Friday in the Student
being punished in the fire of Center at-1:30 p.m. in Room 221
hell."
or 224.

more than 2,600 Americans each day
• Ott out ()f si~ of these people are

w:.der age 65
• Cardiov~ ~are the looding

cam of all African-American deaths
• M:>re than half of al CV-related
deaths are females

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
develop the leadership
skills and self-confide n c e you need to
succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
officer training when
you return to campus
next fall.

If you didn't sign· up

for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore, you can
catch up this summer by
attending Army ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
five-week course in
leadership.
Apply now! You'll

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

Tijuana Flats Burrito Co.
"Simply Good Tex-Mex"

*

All of Our Food is Made to Order

*

$1. 75 Ice Cold Coronas
Beer Buckets
Duer 700 Different Hot Sauces
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•
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Habaiiero
·~ Hot
:f1 Sauce
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Tijuana Flats
Owned by U.CF Graduates
Run by College Students
Enjoyed by All!

.~

.,

7608 University Blvd.
Winter Park, Fl

444 S. Hunt Club Blvd.
Apopka, Fl

673-2456

774-0402
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Program to help students fight
their addiction to nicotine
By JENNIFER GASH
Staff Writer
According to the American
Cancer Society, 1,200 people die
every year from smoking. The
UCF Wellness Center in conjunction with the Winter Park Health
Foundation is working to

•

•

•

lf

•

"I feel like smoking helps me to
think better."
The cessation program brings a
group of smokers together who
are trying to quit.
"Group attempts to stop smok~ing
~
1
'
\
""-\

to offer a smoking cessation
/
~ ~ --~
program for students /
/
~!i:-during the summer ~
11
semester at UCF.
~
_
The cessation group
~
will be run by Barbara 1
::
\
1
De Vane, a mental \l
~
health counselor for the
Winter Park Health
Foundation.
'
During the meetings, stu.
- , -;,.
dents will work on quitting
smoking as well as recogniz~ ;
ing the reasons why they smoke.
~
"Everyone who smokes needs
to realize they are really addicted are
·
to nicotine," DeVane said. "But more
1
there are other reasons why peo- sucple smoke. There are other habits cessful
than
individual
attempts,"
that they have."
Thal Tran, a senior in the De Vane said. "It helps to see
College of Engine'ering, is aware other members in the group going
of some of the other habits asso- through the same thing that you
ciated with smoking.
are going through.
· "I usually smoke after I eat or
"Approximately 75 percent of
when I am stuck on a really hard the group members quit smoking
homework problem," Tran said. before the nine weeks is up.'~

r)
L\ · ,,[)
r'J
I

\!!,

~ ~I ~

DeVane sa:id she admits the percentage is a little misleading.
"If we went back and talked to
the students a year after they
attended a cessat:ion group, some
might be smoking again,"
DeVane said. "The success rate is
probably less than 75 percent, but
we realize how hard it is to quit
smoking and we can help you
if you want to stop."
~ Although the program consists of group meetings,
De Vane works with each
individual . smoker to
determine the best way
for them to quit.
"Some people find it
easier to quit cold
turkey, · while others
gradually taper off the
cigarettes," DeVane
said. "It can be scary
for someone who has
smoked for years to
just quit smoking
overnight."
The program will
be held one day a
week in the late afternoon. It will
be conducted for eight to nine
weeks in the Wellness Center,
Trailer 617.
If you would like to sign up for
the cessation program, call the
Wellness Center at 823-5841.

•

·: wednesdayl':J thursday
•

e
e
e
•
•

•

Speaker Gayle Beatty, "Business
Etiquette for Gentlemen" Student
Union, Cape Florida Ballroom, 3
p.m.
Part-time Job Fair, Student
Union, Key West Ballroom, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
Music Ensemble, Rehearsal Hall,
Bp.m.
Education Showcase, Education
Gymnasium, 3 p.m.

: friday

•
•
•
•
•

Speaker Sarah
Weddington, Student
Union, Cape Florida
Ballroom, 7 p.m.
Speaker Tobias Wolff,
Visual Arts
Auditorium, 8 p.m.

•

to Euro~e this Summer
is CityBird

•

Low Fares• Scheduled Service•
New Generation Wide-Body Jets
,,,..,.=,, -~
-What a Deal!

•

One-way, as low as:

3/29-6/14/98

6/15/98-9/15/98

& 9/16-10/24/98

e
•

Miss UCF Pageant,
UCF Arena, B p.m.

t.f1 monday fJJ:
•

•
•
•
•
••

Double Feature:
Grid/ock'd and Midnight
Cowboy, Student Union,
Room 316, 6:30 p.m. and
9p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music
Concert Ill, Pegasus
Piano Trio, Rehearsal
Hall, 3.p.m. $5

tl':

Comedian Elvira

~m

•

Kurt, Student Union, Locos, 8

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•• •••••••••••••••••
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$219 $269 i
Miami
Orlando
$219 $269 t
Los Angeles
$249 $279 l
San(Oakland)
Francisco $249 $279 t, M~i;
r .,0 1·:~ ...
1
'''·~<-$249 $279 t.A..··"""'~""'~;;.;···~:...:..
,
Las Vegas
great starting point, with convenient rail and
<:--•.• <

k: '

ii••

air connections to everywhere.

EXTENDED HOURS FOR TAKE-OUT

AND .DELIVERY ONLY!!!
SUNDAY • THURSDAY

The Most Affordable Choice to the Heart of Europe
Call your travel agent or toll-free

•

1-888-CITYBIRD
(248-9247)

C~fYBi.'lf
_
Y

Visit our web site http://www.citybird.com

OPEN TILL
FRIDAY

OPEN UNTIL

------------------------------------~-----

Travel
in Stvle ! Enter CityBird Airlines student dra~ing for a FREE
UPGRADE TO BUSINESS CLA~. Complete and mail this form and you will be entered in a
•

•

Special Student Fares

•

•

Airlines

•

•

•

•

: tuesday

vour Cheapest Ride

•

e

•
t{eJ saturday tJI :
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

The Great American
Meat-Out Day
Movie: Star Trek: First
Contact, Student
Union, Room 316,
6:30 p.m. and '9 p.m.

••
•
••
• sunday

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ip)•

drawing to have you and a companion's round-trip Economy Class booking upgraded to a round
trip Business Class. Two entries will be chosen on April 27th, 1998 and notified immediately.
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R e s e r v a t i o n # - - - - - - - - - Travel Dates _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
University

Phone #

11:00 PM

& SATURDAY

12:00 MIDNIGHT

$5.00 LARGE CHEESE PIZZA

IS NOW AVAILABLE AT ALL LOCATIONS.
(DINE-IN OR TAKE-OUT ONLY MUST SfIOW VALID UCF ID),
122{)9 University Blvd.

2140 Chicasaw Trail

Orlando, FL 32817

Orlando, FL 32825

(407) 282-0505

(407) 277-3757

1003 Lockwood Blvd.
OviedG, FL 32765
(407) 3664511

Mail to: CityBird Airlines, 7920 Norfolk Avenue, 3rd Floor, Bethesda, MD 20814, Attn: Campus Upgrade Drawing
*Fares featured are one-way, Economy Class. Applicable taxes are not included. (Taxes are $16 from U,S. to Brussels and $41.45 from Brussels to the
U,S. These taxes include security, airport user fees and gov't charges) Proof of student status, such as student mcard must be presented to travel agent
and will be required at check-in. Seats are limited and subject to availability and may not be available on all flights. Bookings are refundable and
changeable up to 24 hours prior to departure for a service fee. All prices, taxes and schedules are subject to change.

1595 E. Silver Star Road
Ocoee, FL 34761
(4-07) 521-5700

2845 Garden Street
Titusville, FL 32796
{407) 268-5555
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LEAD STORIES
• New Scientist magazine
announced in January that
Australian biologist Roger Short
has applied for funding from the
U.S. National Institutes of Health
because he believes he can grow
human sperm extraordinarily efficiently inside the testicles of mice
by injecting them with human
testes cells.
• Henry Ingram Jr. told the
Savannah (Ga.) Morning News in
February that he intends to bar all
northerners from ever setting foot
on any part of his recently
acquired 1,600 acres along U.S. 17
near Hardeeville, S.C., and he
recently recorded a deed restriction making that official. The ban
applies to members of the "Yankee
race" (through birth or at least a
year's residence), to anyone
named Sherman (after the Union
general), and to anyone with a last
name that is an anagram of
Sherman. Ingram is upset at the
recent development of Hilton
Head Island and other picturesque
vistas in the area.
• The Los Angeles Times reported in January on the unusual, sustained success, in turbulent economic times, of the Cat Theater of
Moscow, Russia, whose 300-seat
shows remain sold out weeks in
advance. Despite conventional
wisdom that cats are untrainable,
proprietor Yuri Kuklachev has
them climbing poles, walking
tightropes, pushing toy trains,
leapfrogging over human backs,
and balancing atop tiny platforms.
BAD IDEAS
• In January in Zinnowitz,
Germany, according to an
Associated Press report, two skinheads in a billiard hall hurled sev• eral racial insults at Cuban pro
boxer Juan Carlos Gomez, who is
in town training for his next fight.
Gomez punched one man in the

face, and the skinheads left. Three
days later, a larger group of skinheads waited. to confront Gomez
and his entourage in front of their
hotel and resumed the insults.
Again, Gomez punched one of
them in the face, and the skinheads
left.
• The Denver Post reported in
September that Jenny Roper earlier in the year was ordered to pay
her estranged husband $4,000
under Colorado's no-fault divorce
law, despite the fact that he was at
the time awaiting trial for hiring
someone to kill her (and for which
he was later convicted and sentenced to 12 years in prison).
Under Colorado law, marital misconduct is irrelevant in a divorce,
and in this case Jenny happened to
be earning more than her husband.
• In September, four special education students in Howe, Okla.,
filed a lawsuit against the school
system, their principal and a
teacher for a creative history lesson that turned bad. According to
the lawsuit, the kids were forced to
portray slaves on a ship, under disgusting circumstances, by being
shackled with masking tape, being
paddled, and being imprisoned in
a feces-smeared shower stall (with
dirty diapers waved in their faces)
to simulate slave-ship stench.
• A 33-year-old man was arrested in Anaheim, Calif., in
November and charged with robbing a credit union. He attracted
the attention of police officers
while walking down a street several hours after the robbery. In the
time between the robbery and the
arrest, police said, the man had
broken into an apartment and
taken a business suit for a change
of clothes, but for some reason
thought that he ought to change
his shoes, as well, despite the fact
that the shoes he came away
wearing were fuzzy pink slippers.
Said police Sgt. Joe Vargas, "He

couldn't give us a logical reason
for wearing the slippers." While
the questioning continued, the
apartment burglary report came
over the police radio, mentioning
the slippers:
•In November, Portsmouth, Va.,
Circuit Judge Von Piersall dismissed charges· against former
high school track coach John W.
Crute, 47, who had clandestinely
made videotapes of girls in a locker room. Despite the fact that the
girls were captured in full frontal
nudity, Judge Piersall said the
tapes were not lewd under Virginia
law because they portray mere
nudity. Piersall was not even persuaded by the fact that, interspersed among the shots of the
girls, Crute had spliced scenes
from hard-core pornographic
videos.
• In November, Lenexa, Kan.,
police chief Ellen Hanson purchased an airline ticket in her
name to go to a police conference
but had to change plans because of
a family illness. Rather than have
the department purchase another
ticket for her substitute, officer
Dawn Layman, Chief 'Hanson
made up an official police ID card
with her name and Layman's face,
to present to the airline clerk.
Someone tipped off the airline on
the return trip, and after some

heavy explaining, Chief Hanson
apologized.
• The Associated Press revealed
in November that Bishop Guertin
High School in Nashua, N.H., may
be violating state law by employing as a teacher a man, Shawn
McEnany, 35, who had been convicted of sexual assault. McEnany
was hired in 1990 despite two misdemeanors for unlawful sexual
contact, but a school spokesman
said that McEnany was not a risky
hire because in 1990, the school
was for boys only, and McEnany's
1988 conviction involved a girl.
• In July 1997, the Texas
Supreme Court threw out a $7 mi1lion lower court judgment for a
girl who was born without fingers
on her right hand, allegedly due to
her mother's having taken the controversial morning-sickness drug
Bendectin. Dejected, the girl's
lawyers filed a motion in
November asking the court to
reconsider its decision but referring to the justices as "the nine
nutty professors" and saying they
constituted the fourth horseman of
the apocalypse (along with
Pestilence, Death and Famine).
The motion was denied.
UPDATES ON NEWS OF THE

WEIRD CHARACTERS
Odell Sheppard (News of the

Weird, 1997) was jailed in
Chicago in 1987 at age 40 for contempt of court for failing to give
the whereabouts of his daughter,
Deborah, then 2, in a child-custody dispute (though he has
always claimed he knew nothing).
He was finally released Jan. 28,
1998, after Deborah's mother
passed away, ending the dispute.
And a Norwegian astrophysics
student, 39 (News of the Weird,
1993), who was first barred from
Oslo University at age 22 because
he refused to bathe (contending
that living a soapless life gave him
a deeper understanding of astrophysics), aRd who lost· several
court cases for readmission against
the school, filed a lawsuit in
January against the Norwegian
government in order to place the
matter before the European Court
of Human Rights.

(Send your Weird News to Chuck
Shepherd, _P.O. Box 8306, St.
Petersburg, Fla. 33738, or
Weird@compuserve.com. Chuck
Shepherd's latest paperback, "The
Concrete Enema and Other News
of the Weird Classics, " is now
available at bookstores everywhere. To order it direct, call 1800-642-6480 and mention this
newspaper. The price is $6.95 plus
$2 shipping.)
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Never know when they might change their minds
•

•

•

•

By JASON HEIRONIMUS
Opinion Editor
These days driving around
campus seems to be just as dangerous as walking through a
mine field. If you have driven
through Greek Park lately you
know what I mean. Police have
decided to take it upon themselves to strictly enforce the
speed limit. The speed limit is
25 miles per hour, you go 26
and you just may enjoy a nice
little visit from the cops.
It seems as though this
enforcement is getting a little
out of hand. It is the usual
argument: don't they have anything better to do? I believe that
they do but it is just so much
easier to park in a lot and wait
for an unsuspecting student to
come to a rolling stop at a stop
sign. It's like shooting fish in a
barrel, it's just too easy. Of
course, however, we make it
awfully easy for them. The
stretch of road that goes through
Greek Park is short, short
enough so that going the correct
speed limit shouldn't be that big
of a deal. I haven't timed it yet_,
but from experience I believe
the trip would take the average

student about 30 seconds to pass
all the Greek houses. 30 seconds! Even I have 30 seconds to
spare.
But if you have read the
Campus Crime section of the
paper you might notice an
alarming trend that is taking
place on this same stretch of
road. Students seem to be taking
the challenge of trying to successfully navigate the road early
in the morning, or late at night,
whichever you prefer, when
they have been drinking.
Drinking and driving is a ridiculous thing to do in the first
place, but doing it on one of the
most highly populated roads by
police is an entirely different
story. Maybe these people don't
understand. The police are not
there to offer you another drink
at every mile marker, they are
there to bust you! There is no
other reason. If they didn't have
to be there, they wouldn't be .
We need to start thinking a little more because it is obvious
that there is a block in the
thought processes of the students who wish to put their driving records, and their lives, at
risk. In last week's Campus
Crime column, out of the twelve

..
•

miracle that no one has been run
reports, five were accounts of
over or hit yet.
students that were arrested for
Speaking of pedestrian colliDUI. Who are these people?
. sions, I don't think there is a
Have they never seen any cop
safe walker on campus.
cars waiting like hunters to
Crosswalks are meant for peopounce on any car that looks
suspicious? If these students had ple to safely get from one side
of the street to another. When a
not been pulled over for drunkdriver sees a pedestrian on the
en driving then they should
crosswalk that driver is expecthave been pulled over for stued to yield to thL pedestrian. If
pidity. Stupidity can be just as
you don't know what yield
dangerous as alcohol when
means, and it seems that many
you' re on the road, but combine
UCF students don't, it means to
the two and you've got an
give the right of way to the
incredibly dangerous driver, or,
opposing object, whether it is a
in layman's terms, an idiot.
person, a car, or a c~cken.
Sober driving on campus is
One of my cohorts, another
getting pretty exciting itself.
word that I am unsure of its
While campus growth is a good
meaning but sure that it fits in
thing, growing pains are not.
this sentence, recently described
Every time another construction
her story of great adventure trysite breaks ground, the ability to
ing to cross the road (be sure to
drive safely around it seems to
insert any jokes about roads and
decline with every passing day.
Why is it that UCF in its infinite chickens anywhere in this column ). She described to me her
wisdom has decided to start the
harrowing experience of corGreat Construction Race of
rectly trying to use a crosswalk,
1998? Once again, I am happy
to see UCF growing as a univer- to walk across the street mind
sity, but it seems a bit ridiculous you, and was practically run
over by a car who had at f~rst
to do all this construction at the
same time. The students that all
stopped, and then proceeded to
drive through her. I am happy to
this growth is supposed to provide for are struggling to get
say that she made it through her
experience safely, but was the _
from point A to point B. It is a
game of chicken, once again, a
chicken reference, necessary?
People are in a rush after
they escape the bonds of classdom, and they want to evacuate

campus as quick as possible, but
I don't think pedestrian lives
should be sacrificed so that you
can get home in time to watch
Jerry Springer! When I take it
upon myself to walk across any
street on campus I make sure to
follow a few rules:
1. Proceed with extreme caution, for this is like real life
Frogger.
2. Keep your eyes open
because they aren't.
3. Always cross with a friend
so that you can use their body to
cushion the blow if you are hit.
4. Act as if you are walking a
tightrope, any loss in balance
can mean skid marks across
your face.
5. Always emphatically thank
the person that aetually stops for
you, maybe even with cash, you
never know when they might
change their mind.
Whether it be driving drunk
through Greek Park, driving
around campus, or trying to
cross the street, campus transit
has become much more difficult
than our UCF forefathers could
have ever imagined. All I ask is
that people turn off the stupid
switch and turn on the smart
one so that less students will get
Dills on campus and less people will be afraid to cross the
street without iron armor draped
around their body.
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students
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Other Floorplans Available

~

3 and 4 bedroom apartments

f/d

Fully furnished, including· full size. washer and dryer

~

Private bathrooms in every b~droom are available- :

fld
fld

Roommate matching service
Onsite volleyball court, 2 fitness centers, 2 swimming pools,
2 clubhouses, computer lab, and so much more
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Rent includes: furniture, electricity, cable & HBO, monitored
alarms, water, sewer, pest control and use of all of our facilities
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Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the new .UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

•

366-7474
visit our website at: www.royalproperties.com
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Provide more parking spots, that are a bit closer to the buildings. Most of the present parking spaces ?Ire just too far to wafk and from
each day; AIJd also provi.d~ more permanent .
parking SP<.lt!Zs. iAstead oftrhGse l<beauttfuf

mud and grass"' parkjng areas.
-Andrea Alrneida, Senior, Bu.sines.$, .£ao Paulo, Brazu.

BY PETER KUNDIS

How do you thin~ UCF,'s
parking services can ~e
furth~r _ improved?

Have less parkjng for the facultyt staff and
much more for students. t\nd also grve

)ome Gf the , .,eJoser spac.e~ 'tctstudents ..A
final sug~:i .. -~~on wo:CJlditJa pijving a tr~m .
go to and~from the farthest parking
spaces. !f church can have a tram; then
why notUCF?

a

,.

-

Meet Martin-

Sarah Cole, Senior, Communitatioh, Orlando.

•

•

'

&

•

Serving UCF

AH of thespates tbal ti<)~

fd ~or

mud

need"to be 'fiUed in with erther cement ()r ·
bfacktop. Nobody reaHy Uk.es walking in
mud. My main suggestion would be, to
have more parking spaces made available.
--' Leigh K. Roberts, Senior, Org. comm~nication, Harriman, TN.

12213 University Blvd.

Going to be up late hitting

384-8888

the books or just 'up iate.~'

A hot delicious pina
Domino's works out
for your busy scheduJe.

0

Olen until 1am Sunday - Thursday
- lpen until 2 am Friday &Saturday

How about lowering the price for the
parking decals!
-Adam Szejbut, Senior, Communication, Sarasota.
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The good, the bad, and the \\fijd
By FOREST CRUMPLER
Staff Writer
Last Tuesday, CAB, along
with the Network Entertainment
Theater (NET), drove UCF students "wild" with a special
sneak preview of the new
Paramount production "Wild
Things." This new program is
hopefully going to be a monthly
tradition and, except for a few
wonderfully timed sound problems and a little bit of bad
focusing, the event went off
very well. The movie, however,
is a completely different story.
"Wild Things" stars Matt
Dillon
("Singles"),
Neve
Campbell ("Scream"), Kevin
Bacon ("Sleepers"), and Denise
Richards ("Starship Troopers"),
and is set in the ultra-rich community of Blue Bay, Florida. As
the story begins, we are showri
quite bluntly that Blue Bay High
School student Kelly Van Ryan
(Richards) wants more than
just scheduling help from the
school's young and handsome
guidance counselor, Sam
Lombardo (Dillon). After
about 15 minutes of pretty
boring set-up footage, the plot
finally shapes to show us that
Sam's life is abruptly turned
upside-down when he is
accused of raping, not only
Kelly, but another girl, Suzie
Toller (Campbell), as well.
When this happens, Sam is
forced to go to sleaze-ball
lawyer Ken Bowden, who is
played by Bill Murray, for
help in cleaning his name.
During the trial (which happens to be the funniest scenes
in the movie, and that's not
saying much) the two girls are
exposed as liars, and Sam is
set free. The Van Ryans settle
for a sum of $8 million to keep
the civil suit out of court and
Sam is set for life. This is
when the movie becomes like
a bad card trick, you are
amused for a while but eventually you . figure out what is
corning next. Bacon comes
into the scene as suspicious
police officer Ray Duquette,
who is hell bent on finding out
what Lombardo is up to. With
his inquiries, the audience is
led on a seemingly never end~
ing road of plot twists where

Fax your

letter to

deceit and murder are at every
stop.
This movie seemed to find
every angle that could possibly
be put into a movie and just
throw it in at some point, and it
just became too much. I suppose
it wasn't a terrible movie, with a
few good plot twists, some original ideas, and some really
steamy sex scenes involving
multiple cast members. It had a
weak beginning, a great middle
that kept you thinking too hard
to be bored, and an ok ending. I
would suggest that, if you are
going to go see it, you should
come about 20 minutes late and
then enjoy from there.

/
I
Special to the FUTURE

Denise Richards and Neve Campbell star as two scheming high school students who end up with
much more than they bargained for in the mystery thriller "Wild Things."
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Excitement is in the air!
OVIEDO MARKETPLACE IS NOW OPEN. And our Grand Opening celebration continues in grand style
all month long with special events and entertainment for the entire family. Come enjoy our great stores:
Dillard's; Gayfers; Bed, Bath & Beyond; F.Y.E {For Your Entertainment); Footlocker Super Store, Barnes &

the editor

N?ble and more. Try the tastiest treats from Cha Cha Coconuts and Chamberlin's Market & Cafe.
Or take a sneak peek at our Regal Cinemas 22. Oviedo Marketplace
is your family's place for shopping, dining and fun. So join us.

977-0019

Shop and explore and discover what the excitement is all about.

oviedo
ma!ketplace

Conveniently located off The Central Florido Greeneway at Red Bug Lake Road. 407-977-2400. Owned and Managed by an Affiliate of 'lllEROL'SECOMH\.\Y.
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SNc\JSCAADER ...

Introducing the bigger can
'with the·bigger taste:

616

1.5 oz.

CAN

-

Sigger iS always better!™
®Trademark of U.S. Tobacco Co. or its affiliates for its smokeless tobacco. ©1997 U.S. TOBACCO CO.
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There's plenty brewing at Hops
By HENRY SPRINGS
Staff Writer
Though the concept of the
original microbrewery was
founded in Europe, it's now
possible to sample an ·imported version in most major cities
in America. In Orlando our
options are far from limited. A
fourth Hops restaurant, bar,
and brewery, "America's
Original
Microbrewery
Restaurant," just opened at
11448 University Boulevard.
The restaurant has a cozy
pub atmosphere. Beer barrels
hang over the wet bar. The
hard wood floor and chairs are
accented by the warm hanging
lights. There's an infectious
chatter that seems to reflect
the pace of the wait staff.
Cigarette smoke slowly rises
from the wet bar. It seems to
be uniquely ventilated, there's
no prevailing smell of smoke
where I sit. The robust smell
of steak, chicken, and perhaps
shrimp fills the air.
If you've already decided on
one of the four types of home
brewed beers to go with, then
choosing your meal should be
no problem. They include
Clearwater Light, a low cal
beer; Lightning Bolt Gold, an
American lager; Hammerhead
Red, a malt amber ale, and a
Brewmaster Special Ale. If
you aren't familiar with the
brewing process they'll take
you on a tour or you can
closely examine the vats and
other equipment from behind
the glass. Everything's done
on the premises. The grains
are even American, shipped
from Minnesota, Oregon,
Wisconsin,
Idaho,
and
California. Their idea seems
to produce a unique flavored
beer. The Clearwater Light I
sampled was light, mellow,
and refreshing. If you're not
big on beer, though, I'm sure
the food will satisfy your
tastes.
While waiting for the food
to arrive, I got a chance to see
the bustling grill staff in rare
form. They take their art very
seriously. Steam furiously
rises while the grill master
maneuvers his meat with
tongs. The wait staff constantly darts in and out of the waiting area, picking up orders
that are still sizzling at the
front of the red counter.
If you're there on a busy or
not-so-busy night, it won't
take long for you to be served
with a smile. I decided to sample the Thai shrimp salad
($7.49). I was pleasantly surprised by the mixture of carrots. lettuce, red cabbage,
shrimp, and won tons piquantly seasoned with a honey
peanut sauce. It was spicy as
well as sweet and sour. It real-

ly brought out the flavor of the
shrimp. There are four other
salads from which to choose
from including southern fried,
chicken caesar, and house.
The appetizers are also very
different. The ultimate nacho
($5.99) comes warm and complete with melted Monterey
Jack and cheddar cheeses,
fresh tomatoes, ground beef,
and fresh jalapenos complete
with salsa. The nachos
remained crisp. The beef and
salsa weren't overpowering
and the cheese just oozed.
There are five other appetizers
to choose from including
Uptown pizza, ale peppers,
and the increasingly popular
Walkerswood shrimp ($6.49).
Hops prides itself on "An
original, quality dining experience," said Kevin Gudjeko,
operating partner for the
University Boulevard. restaurant. It's truly that. You sit
back and relax while you
watch the grill as your
Brewmaster steak ($11. 79),
ribs, pork, salmon filet, or
filet mignon is completed. The
Brewmaster steak is a quality
piece of meat seasoned with
soy sauce and charcoal grilled
like everything else. It's
served rare and -will more than
meet your expectations.
There are also quite a few
pasta dishes to choose from. I
sampled the chicken pasta
($9 .49). AlthQugh the chicken
breast was a bit dry, the
creamy fottuccini mixture
accompanying it had enough
garlic, cheese, parsley, and
contrast to carry it. The other
pasta dishes include variations
with shrimp and linguine,
with mushrooms and tomatoes.
Hops also offers a variety of
sandwiches and southern specialties. They'd never omit an
old standard like the American
burger ($5.99), but they'd
allow you to broaden your
horizons with a blackened
prime rib sandwich ($8.49). If
fried food is more what you
crave I'm sure you won't be
disappointed by the chicken
filet platter ($8.49) or deep
south catfish ($9.49). They try
to offer something for everyone.
There's a small selection of
desserts. I had the opportunity
to sample a brownie. It was
quite good, delicate, rich, and
crumbles complete with nuts,
a wonderfully sweet concoction that melts in your mouth.
It lacked enough chocolate for
a chocoholic. They also offer
apple walnut crunch ($3.99)
and key lime pie along with
milkshakes. Whatever you'd
like to try, they aim to please.
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FUTURE file photo

The newest Hops restaurant on University Boulevard features a microbrewery with Hops' own custom
made beer.
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All Saints

Bring Back Joel

(London Records)

Kid With Man Head

Deep Within the Irrational
Behavior Ward
(Funny Records)

Flapjack Hairpiece
(Onefoot Records)

·These spunky . Spice Girl-like newcomers are
climbing the charts with their debut song, "I Know
Where It's At," from their first self-titled album. Yes,
they do bear a slight resemblance to the Spice Girls
in more ways than one. Shaznay- a combination of
Jamaican and Barbados backgr_ounds, Melanie- the
English/French girl, and Nicky and Natalie- the
Canadians that grew up 1n New York and London,
each bring a different culture twist to their music.
Because of this cultural diversity, these ladies· not
only sound splendid together, but they look wellrounded as well. Their lyrics have a certain cocky
pizzazz to them that invites you to listen to their stories about "Bootie Calls," and "Lady Marmalade." I
would recommend "Never Ever," it starts out with a
single voice rhyming a sad little tale, then erupts into
a flowy En Vogue snappy serenade that is actually
very different than what the Spice Girls came up with
in their last album. However, All Saints made a sad
attempt to copy the Red Hot Chili Peppers' "Under
the Bridge" classic. I was not impressed with this.
Overall, I can definitely see these ladies doing well
for themselves in the future.

I just happened to flip to a random track on this CD
and I came to a son~ titled "Since You Left Me" (hidden
track #20). Anyway, it was really kind of funny. Lyrics
like "We could go back to my place/ and I could wipe
that smile off your face/ for my sanity I think I'll have to
go/and as the fat lady sings I hope you know," made me
realize that I'm not the only one that thinks this strangely. Fondly referred to as sizzle-pop, "Bring Back Joel"
has played locally for a while as underground-grunge.
Despite 1the fact that these guys are originally from western Kansas, they seem to have a pretty good grasp of 0town music. It's hard to explain what these guys sound
like. One minute it's a slow, guitar solo, then these guys
start to head bang. Some of their other tracks, like "Is
This Thing On" and "If I had a Gun" sound slightly sim- ,
ilar to Third Eye Blind when they get going. Then again, .
songs 1like "Manifest Destiny" and "Ode to the
Unabomber"are in a league of their own. If you don't
pick up this CD, you'll have to check out Bring Back
Joel downtown. It's definitely worth the trip.

Details magazine cited these guys as " ..like Foo
Fighters kid brother going berserk on Christmas
morning." I don't know if that would be my exact
desGription, but I would have to say that these guys
definitely have energy. These mosh pit extraordinaires
have played live throughout the tri-state area of New
Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania, bringing with
th~m devoted followers that can't wait to bust down
the . doors of the cooperating clubs of the evening.
"Change the World," "Red-Eyed," and "Trip ot Tie
My Shoes" \\ere among my favorites from this album.
These guys seem to have an opinion about everything
from love to video rental stores, and they sing about
just about anything that comes to mind. In just one
CD they've covered "You and Me,"' "Change the ·
World," "Hotel California," and "Cheese Grate Your
Face;" basically drugs, sex, power, and a pizza.
Sounds like a typical college student's day. Right? Put
some crazy- drumming with off the wall lyrics, slap
some pancakes on an old guy's head and you've got
Kid With Man Head. Of course,"this description really doesn't do justice for those who need to bang with
the music first. Pick it up.

THANK YOU TO ALL WHO
PARTICIPATED IN OUR .
FREE TEST DRIVE!!

Considering
Business or
Law School?
· Come to a FREE Career and
Admissions Seminar featuring
Trent Anderson, Kaplan's Executive Director
of Graduate Programs
Date: Sunday, March 22, 1998
Time: 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Location: Kaplan Center, University Blvd.
Call for details: 1-800-KAP-TEST or
273-7111

•

•
1·800-KAP·TEST
www.kaplan.com
·eourse names are 1agistered 1radamarks of lhair r89p0diva owners.
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Buttlicker label not a defamation of character
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

_j

Virginia's Supreme Court
ruled Friday that Virginia
Tech's student newspaper didn't defame school administrator Sharon Yeagle when it
referred to her in print as the
"Director of Butt Licking."
Student journalists at the
"Collegiate Times" are breathing a little easier because of the
court's 7-2 decision, but the
dispute has reiterated the
importance of proof-reading
before going to press.
"Let's just say they have
made some changes so the
chances of this happening
again aren't so great," said
James R. Creekmore, attorney
for the student paper.
Students said dummy type
accidentally made it into print,
but Yeagle, assistant to the university's vice president, didn't
buy
their
explanation.
Believing she was the_target of
a cruel joke, she filed suit
against the newspaper for
printing the 1996 article. Use
of the phrase, she claimed,
branded her with "a criminal
offense involving moral turpitude under the (state's) sodomy
statue." Her attorney, Lisa
Ciaffone, also argued that the
crude phrase essentially called
Yeagle "a brown-noser, an
apple polisher and a kiss-ass
who shamelessly curries favor
for personal and professional
gain." To make up for damages
done to her professional reputation, Yeagle asked for at least
$850,000.
Justices didn't"t exactly buy
Yeagle's story either. They
decided the phrase could not be
construed as factual information about her job, and therefore could not injure her professional reputation.
"In this case, 'Director of
Butt Licking' is no more than
rhetorical hyperbole," Justice
Elizabeth Lacy wrote for the

court's majority. "It cannot reasonably be understood as stating an actual fact about
Yeagle's job title or her con~
duct."
However, the two dissenting
justices - Cynthia Kinser and
Lawrence Koontz Jr. - wrote
that the title had imputed to
Yeagle "an unfitness to . perform the duties of her job (and)
a lack of integrity in the performance of such duties."
Despite that criticism,
Creekmore said the incident is
an unfortunate one that Yeagle
"has to move on from and
become a little more thickskinned about."
The newspaper's insurance
covered most of its legal bills,
but it did have to pay a $5,000
deductible, Creekmore said.

Freshmen expelled after
hanging black
mannequin from tree
Administrators at Antioch
College in Ohio have expelled
four first-year students who
admitted to hanging a black
mannequin by the neck from a
tree on the school's campus.
Students and school officials
discussed the Feb. 23 "lynching" this week during a regularly scheduled community
meeting designed to improve
communications on campus. At
~he gathering, four male students admitted they ·were
responsible for the incident.
One student who attended the
mee ing said the offenders
apologized profusely for their
actions and claimed to have
pulled the stunt as a joke, not
as an expression of racial
hatred. About 7 percent of the
500 students on campus are
minorities.
"The act of expression and its
negative impact on the fabric
of our community must be considered separately from the
intentions of those making the

1-aoo-COLLECT RECREATIONAL SPORTS

expression and must . be
unequivocally condemned,"
said the college's interim president, Bob Devine, in a statement released Thursday. "This
dear violation of community
standards reqµires a swift and
unambiguous
institutional
response that affirms our core
values and re-establishes our
sense of community standards,
safety and well being."
Devine also stated he will
recommend that faculty members make "anti-racism training" a degree requirement.
The students have been
ordered to leave campus.
School officials are not releasing the students' names "out of
respect for their privacy,''
Antioch spokeswoman Karen
Kovach said.
Their dismissal was welcomed
news
to
Laurel
Holliday, an alumna who has
published several books about
interna.tional racial and ethnic
relations. Holliday, did, however, criticize her alma mater
for keeping the students' identities a secret.
"I sincerely hope you will not
continue to let these boys (to
call them men would be too
kind!) hide behind your
pantlegs," she wrote in a letter
sent to one school official. ·"In
my state (Washington), they
would be up on criminal
charges for a hate crime."

Dr. Kevorkian Assists
21-year-old
Quadriplegic
DETROIT - A 21-year-old
quadriplegic who depended on
a ventilator to breathe is apparently the latest and youngest
person to die with assistance
from Dr. Jack Kevorkian.
Roosevelt Dawson died in his
mother's apartment Thursday,
only hours after being released
from a hospital in Grand
Rapids, according to news wire

reports. An investigator with
the Oakland County Medical
Examiner's office said Friday
that Dawson died by lethal
injection and that his death has
been ruled a homicide. He
declined further comment.
According to the Associated
Press, a Michigan probate
court denied a request from
Metropolitan Hospital to hold
Dawson involuntarily. The hospital wanted the commitment
order after learning that
Dawson's attorney, Geoffrey
Fieger, intended to seek
Dawson's release. Fieger also
represents Kevorkian.
In an interview with WWJAM radio m Detroit, Fieger
said Dawson and Kevorkian
had talked several times over
the last few months.
"I can describe his mood at
the end as being virtually
ecstatic," Fieger said of
Dawson.
The AP also reported that
Fieger said Dawson "had the
love of his family and made his
choice after due deliberation."
Dawson's death and the role
Kevorkian is suspected of playing in it angered opponents of
assisted suicide.
"(Dawson) had a sharp mind
and a good sense of humor,"
Dr. Bill Cunningham, the hospital's chief medical officer
told The Grand Rapids Press.
"Now there is this cloud over
everything."
According to wire reports,
Dawson, a student at Oakland
University, was planning to
study medicine when a viral
infection known as transverse
myelitis attacked his spinal
cord 13 months ago. Doctors
said Dawson's condition was
likely irreversible. The prognosis prompted Dawson to pursue
Kevorkian's help because he
said he was unable to lead the
life he once had.
Fieger told the Associated
Press that Dawson opted to die

with Kevorkian's help rather
than have the hospital remove
life support systems, which
would have caused death by
suffocation.
Dawson is believed.to be the
youngest person to die with
Kevorkian's
help.
The
youngest person previously
believed to have sought
Kevorkian's services was 27year-old Heidi Aseltine, an
AIDS patient whose body was
found in a motel outside of
Detroit last April.

•

•

Students arrested
in drug probe
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. -A
six-week, undercover investigation into drug dealing at the
University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville ended the w.eek of
Feb. 22 with the arrests of 14
people, 11 of them students.
un-dercover officers with the
state's drug task force posed as
students and moved into dormitories after campus police
officers reported that drug
dealing increased in three residence halls last semester. The
university's chancellor, John
White, approved the investigation, a university spokeswoman said.
Seven of the students arrested live off campus. All of those
arrested will face university
sanctions, the spokeswoman
said.
Charges against the students
included delivery, manufacturing and possession of marijuana and psilocybin mushrooms, ·
according to police reports.
Five students also were arrested on suspicion of possessing
firearms.
During the raid, police seized
six marijuana plants, six
ounces of marijuana, a quarter
of an ounce of mushrooms,
$1,603 in cash and two Jeep
Cherokee recreational vehicles.

.
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Rrformances by Academy
alumni have been nominated

for 70 Oscars®, .50 Tonys and
l 68 Emmys. Tf you're ready to
be pare of that cradirion, uain
\~irh the absolute best, and

is now acce~ting applications
for Intramural Supervisor and
IMerec positions for the fall
semester. Please turn in
applications and resumes
(for Supervisors). These are
due by Friday, April 24.
Call Rec Services at
823-2408 for more info.
SIGN UP TODAY!

Remember, you can receive $9 in collect calls, visit www.1800COLLECT.com

test your craft in the practical
arena of performance, then

•

Act now.

\X!rite, or call

dition

1-800-463-8990

Tampa, April 25

American Academy
of Dramatic Arts
120 Mndison Ave., New York, NY 10016
• Acucditcd Prnfo~sional Trainrng • Fi11;1nci;1l Aid
• 2-Ycar Pruft·s~ion:tl Tr1ining Prngr.tm • 6-\'\'cck :-iumnwr School

• Ctliforni .. or '-kw York• l\-kri1 Schol ushps
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Research at home
suits mother's needs
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By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer
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STADIUM SEATING
IN ALL AUDITORIUMS

ORLANDO
Off The Greeneway at
Red Bug Lake Road

Lisa Kensington says her computer has been her salvation.
The 37-year-old mother of
three has been trying to earn her
degree for nearly two decades,
one class at a time. She has yet
to declare a major and has
attended six universities.
"But the worst part has been
going to the library to do
research," she said. "Especially
when the kids were 1ittle."
Kensington said she has
"obviously never been a particularly dedicated student," but
she does try to work hard in
each class. She has never been
one to blow off an assignment,
she said, so she has had to spend
many hours amid the stacks of
books, looking up information.
"Until I discovered I could do
the same thing from the den on
my computer," she said.
She said doing research on a
term paper has become much
easier. Her encyclopedias on
CD-ROM and her access to the
internet have cut the time she
spends on campus to a few
hours a semester.
"Yeah, I still have to go to the
library to look at some books,"
she said. "Not everything is online yet. But it's not so bad, You ·
can figure out what books you
need, go down to the library and
check them out or copy what
you need if they're reference
books."
The sometimes-English major
said she doesn't even mind
doing some research the oldfashioned way, because she
knows the "pressure is off."
She knows she can do most of
the work at home. Kensington
said the internet has brought her
new research assistants as well.
"I've met other moms on line
who are in the same boat as
me," she said. "They're all frustrated with having to gather the
kids up, drag them off to the
library and try to babysit and
study at the same time."
She and another mother who is
enrolled in ~lasses at Indiana

Older and Wiser
State University found they
were taking the same class this
semester. While the text is different and the day-to-day
assignments are not the same
they have shared informatio~
for the research paper each has
to write for the end of the
semester.
"We e-mail back and forth
with online sites that we think
might be useful," Kensington
said. "We have built a shared
bibliography and stuff like
that."
Kensington said she still
write~ her own paper and doesn't rely on other people to do the
research. It is more of a "community of support" she has
found online with other people
who cion't have the time or the '
inclination to go to the library.
"I guess if I was 17, I wouldn't mind going to the library so
much," she said. "But if I can do
my work in my bathrobe and
ugly slippers with a Coke and a
box of cookies at 3 o' cloc,k in
t~e morning, I can do it that
way. And if I want a cigarette
while I'm browsing through the
stacks, th.ere isn't · someone
yelling at me to put it out in a
public building."
Kensington remembers the
library as a great place to meet
men when she was younger, but
jokes that at her age, she is neither interested in dating young
college men, nor are they interested in her.
"So what's the difference?"
she jo}ced. · "I might as well do
the research at home."
Kensington said her older
daughter loves going to the
library to study, but that the
other one shares mom's affinity
for researching from home.
"Of course the older one is a
senior in high school," she said.
"Going to do research at the
library involves putting on
makeup, doing her hair and getting all dressed up before she
goes ... how much school work
do you think actually gets done
there?"

DON'T GIVE
MONEY TO

STRANGERS.
Before you give to a heart organization,
make sure il's one you trust: 'lllc Amerkan
Hean A~~ociation. Since 1924 we·ve
3ponwred lifesaving education pr0grams
and fundc'.d more lhan $1.2 billion in
rescan..:h. Others may copy us. but they
can't hold a candle to our hea.n •ind torch.
To learn more, rnntacl the American
Heart A<:s()('iation at 1-800-AHA-USA I .

•

.
,,
Amencan Heart aA
Association~V
F1gi1/i11g /oleart Dlsf<ase
andStrok6
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$$$ EARN GREAT TIPS$$$
MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED
Valet runners/greeters •flexible
Valet Parking Services of America seek- for local businesses. Get paid to shop!
hours•great pay•good driving record.
ing clean cut, athletic, positive people
Plus, get free meals, merchandise, and Apply at Marriott downtown 244-7460
to work @ Orlando's hottest night
more! To receive free details, sent #10
or Omni Int'! Dr 351-0054
MUSIC INDUSTRY INTERNSHIP
Cypress Christian Life
Hi Frequency, a national music promo- spots; Roxy, Raddisson - Twin Towers,
self addressed envelope to S&J
Student Worker Needed: Position open
Sunday Celebration!!
tions company, seeks local interns.
Embassy Suites. Clean driving records Marketing, 10151 University, Dept CF; at Euliano Law Library, lOhrs/wk durED 120 5p.m . .
Knowledge of new music and the
over 19 yrs old a must. $7-15/hr; PT or
Orlando, FL 32817.
ing weekdays, Univ. of Orlando, 6441 E
Homegroup Thursday's 7:30 pm
Orlando market essential. College credit
-------------Colonial Dr, Ori. No experience
FT, great job for students, flexible
678-4020 or
Camp Towanda, Pocono Mtns 100
schedule. Contact Doug@ 760-7719
available. Fax resume to Kelly at 800http:l/pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-cxvress
needed. Must be detail oriented.
Fax resume to 275 _3654
openings Counselors, WSI, Arts,
375-6991 or call 919-932-6532
100 Instructors/Counselors needed.
Athletics & more! Top Salary, travel
Computer Science Student, Excel dataCoed sleepaway camp. Pocono Mts,
allowance. Interviews Thursday March Summer Jobs and Internships at Resorts
base programming, $10/hr, PT/start
Pennsylvania. Good salary/tips! Over
5th. Call 800-619-2632 for info or
write or Email address for free
immediately, flexible schedule, for
60 activities. Modem facilities.
staff@camptowanda.com
brochure. NIS 711 Signal Mt. Road
APARTMENT FOR RENT
'Orlando Real Estate Developer,
S · 155 Ch
TN 37405
1-800-422-9842
2 BED, 2 BATH $500 PER MONTH - ONE
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 National Park/Outdoor Summer Jobs
mte
attanooga,
Call Jennifer@ 422-1000
MILE FROM UCF, CERAMIC TILE
EARN $750-$1500 PER WEEK
_Work in the great Outdoors. Forestry,
Email NISjobs@aol.com
FLOORING: VERY CLEAN!! 788-2180
Administrative Assistant for Downtown Raise all the money your student group
Wildlife Preserves, Concessionaires,
Real Estate Developer, PT, flexible
needs by sponsoring a VISA fundraiser Firefighters & more. Comp wages+benROOMMATES
Large 2 bedroom I 2 bath apartment for
schedule, basic computer skills, reliable on your campus. No investment & very
efits Ask us how! 517-324-3112
rent. Clean & quiet, nice view, walk to
transportation;Jennifer 422-1000
little time needed. There's no obligaLooking for roommate to share 3br/2ba
UCF, dishwasher. Rent $450/mth Call
tion, so why not call for information
Hiring Servers & Cooks, CHA CHA
home w/ pool, fireplace, w/d located in
349-2723 for more information
Valet Parking - - Hiring FIT & PIT
·
today. 1_800_323 _8454 x 95
COCONUTS a Caribbean themed
UCF area. $400/mth all utilities includPositions.
Looking
for
clean
cut,
hard
restaurant
&
tropical
bar
is
expanding
2 RENTERS WA NTED : 3/2 HousE
Custom Staffmg, Inc is now hiring for
•
ed. Call Brian @ 365-4697
to the all new Oviedo Marketplace
working individuals. Excellent Pay!
F URNISHED I NCL BED ROOMS, Q UIET
office & professional J. obs!
Great Job for Students. Apply at
Mall. Looking for energetic, dedicated
R ES!DENTIAL CoMMUNlTY, $215/MTH +
Maitland 667-8755
Radisson Downtown
& hardworking individuals who like to
SERVlCES
S. Orlando 370-6646
1I 3 UTIL. CALL BRENT 823-5035
DAYTIME, LEAVE A MESSAGE .
382-3482 - See Derek
have FUN while they work. Apply in
I need 5 ladies to sell roses in top night- Person -1275 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd
SPANISH TUTORING:
.
M .
129 SK A t
A BABYSITTER IS NEEDED TO WATCH TWO
1987 N issan
axima,
· • u o,
clubs, Roxies, 8 Seconds, Backstage!
(backside of mall - look for banners . REMEMBER WHAT You LEARN! BASIC. T'J
Nc · PW/PL • C rmse,
1 t, G arage Kept. YOUNG BOYS ON MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
Earn
. $15-25/hr, make an easy $75INTERMEDIATE S PANISH. 15 M INUTES
.
11
d. .
AFfERNOONS. HOME IS IN TuSCAWILLA
Delivery Drivers: Altamonte Springs
ThIS car runs exce ent an IS m
NEAR UCF. CALL
Company Needs Drivers to Deliver
FREE - TRY BEFORE You DECIDE. CALL
_1
.
125/night! No uniforms, flex hrs, full366 539
absolute mint condition. Asking $3,600
part time. 9:00-2:00 nightly from Wed. - Auto Parts in Orlando Area. Must be
MR. PEREZ@ 407/331-4076
Kris 382-5587 or ,823-5249
Swimming Instructor Wanted: must be Sun. Need car, be assertive, outgoing & 2lyrs, Valid DL w/ good driving record. i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
.
CAMPSOURCE: Unique free referral
1 LARGE BEDROOM OR 2 BEDRROM,
experienced and certified, great pay,
have a smil mg personality. We have fun
$q/hr Call 744-9240
service lists job openings @ beautiful
FURINISHED W/D POOL AND COMMUNITY
flexible schedule PT or FT.699-1992
& the night goes by quickly! Join our
PARK, TENNIS & BASKETBALL c.oURT
team! Renee 977-0449
Extras Needed to play college & high
summer camps. Call about positions in
$S 0/MTH OR $
/MTH.
Cashiers - - Hiring FIT and PIT
school age range for upcoming film. No Waterfront, Tennis, Gymnastics, Roller
660
2
Positions. Looking for clean cut, honest Downtown Real Estate Developer has
exp. necessary. 18+ . All looks needed
Hockey, Theater Arts & many more
CALL PATTY@ 679- 3954
· di VI'd ua1s. $6 .25/h our to start. Great 1mme
.
d.1ate opemng
. &ior mte
•
11'1gent, ener- on-sI·te. Contact NBCom.818-769-1600
C all 888 - 98 5- C AMP
m
Job
For
Students.
Apply
at
Radisson
getic;
administrative
coordinator.
Join
a
r•.
-.:-In_s_tr_u-ct-o-rs-:W::-:-an-t-ed-:-•-··-T:::-he-::Pn"".'.-nc-e-to-n-;.
_
_
_
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1
BMW 318TI '95 FOR SALE,
Downtown. 382-3482 See Derek
successful team of young, enthusiastic Review, the nation's leader in test prep,
WIN A BIG SCREEN TV OR
BLACK WITH BLACK LEATHER
MAID SERVICE FOR A
DATA ENTRY CLERK NEEDED:
professionals. Must have 2 or 4 yr
seeks bright & energetic people to teach
32K MILES, LIKE NEW, $17500
degree or graduating with a degree in
GRE, SAT, GMAT, & LSAT. High test
SEMESTER
CALL 407-359-8169
9-5 MONDAY THRU FRIDAY. $7-$9
Spring or Summer of '98. Any major or
WmLE RAISING MONEY FOR YOUR STUscores a must. Call (407)647-_6010.
PER HOUR CALL 407/696-4300
study will be acceptable. Basic comput- i------------~---i·DENT ORGANIZATION. EARN UP TO $5 PER
STERLING SILVER. NEW ARRIVALS.
White Male 51 yrs needs home care
VISA/MC APPLICATION. THE lST 50
HOOPS • STUDS • CHARMS • BANDS • i-----F_o_R_M_o_R_E_INF_o_R_MA_Ti_o_N_ _--t er & commun skills are req. On the job
training provided. Exe. career opport.
assistance; 12-5 Fri-Mon. Willing to
GROUPS TO COMPLETE THE FUNDRAISER
BRACELETS • RINGS • ANKLETS •
STUDENTS! NEED EXTRA CASH? Do you
pay cash/price neg. Femal Preferred
RECEIVE
Potential for advance. Competitive
WEDNESDAYS@ UCF
want evening hours, great pay, close
compensation package.
12 miles S of Kissimmee Call
FREE MOVIE PASSES!!
STUDENT UNION SOUTH PATIO 9-5PM
location,+ fun atmosphere? Call Chris
Jennifer 422-1000
941-424-5262 or (407) 925-3078.
Call for details 1-800-932-0528 x 75
SHELLY & GERRY
Now at 657-0048
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Graduating seniors limited
on commencement guests

•j

.,

lie)'
llCF

4$f.-14..-rle"f.s •••
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The growing numbers of UCF's graduating class will limit the
amount of family and friends who may attend the May commencement ceremony.
For the first time since UCF has he1d its graduations in the UCF
Arena, tickets will be issued to keep crowds within fire code
requirements. More than 3,000 students will graduate in four separate ceremonies on May 9 in the 5,000-seat
News
arena.
"Between 500 and 800 graduates will
participate in the ceremonies, which means
there will be 4,200 to 4,500 guest seats available," said Terry
Genovese, director of arena operations. "We will issue each participating graduate the maximum number of tickets consistent with
available guest seating."
Students graduating from the colleges of Arts and Sciences and
Health and Public Affairs wil1 receive five tickets each. Business
Administration and Engineering graduates will receive six tickets
and graduates from the College of Education will receive eight.
"This situation demonstrates the need for a larger arena-type
facility on the UCF campus," said UCF spokesperson Dean
McFall. "Our graduation classes will not shrink as the university
continues to grow and we surely will need a larger facility if ew are
to become affiliated with a larger intercollegiate athletic conference."
Tickets will be distributed through the UCF Bookstore at the
same time as caps and gowns. Commencement officials said
unclaimed tickets (not picked up by May 4) will be available during an "Additional Ticket Pick-Up" period for graduates who need
more than their regular allocation.
Tickets will be color-coded by commencement to reduce the
chances of a graduate ending up with ones for the wrong graduation. All tickets will be for general admission, so the first tci arrive
will have the best choice of seats.

In other news:
• The UCF Math Department will host a Math Career Day on
April 3. The purpose of it is to inform students of the career opportunities available with a mathematics degree.
Career Day panelists include Yvette Gordon of See Change
International, Candace Hilton, manager of Lockheed Martin, Dr.
Bruce Whisler, associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
Dr. Cynthia Young, assistant professor of mathematics and
research scientist at the Florida Space Institution, and Alvin Aki,
senior consultant of Leer and Associates.
The event will begin with lunch in Phillips Hall, Room 409, at
noon. Then, it will be moved to the Education Building, Room
174-A. The panelists will each have a presentation. UCF students,
along with high school students from 20 schools in Orange and
Seminole counties, are invited to attend.

Do you enjoy helping people?
How about planning or marketing events?
Are you thoughtful about healthy choices
for yourself and others?
Want to make a positive difference at UCF?

Join SWAT and apply to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Training and Team Building this summer
Employment 15 hours per week
for Fall 1998 and Spring 1999

APPLICATION PERIOD
Monday, March 9 - Friday, March 20
at the
UCF Wellness Center 823-5841
Location: Trailer 617 between Creal & Arboritum

• Student Government is offering Leadership Scholarships for the
1998-99 academic year. The scholarships are $250 per semester
and the deadline to apply is March 20. Students can pick up applications in the Student Affairs office, located in the Administration
building, room 282, or in the Student Government office, room 214
in the Student Union.
• UCF will be sponsoring a Health Fair at the UCF Community
Nursing Center on March 21from10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Students from
the nursing programs will be sponsoring activities such as children
height and weight checks, hearing tests, eye exams, free blood
pressure tests, blood glucose monitoring and fingerprinting by the
Cocoa Police Department.
Information regarding cancer, breast self-exam, dental care, heart
disease, sexually transmitted diseases, child safety, March of
Dimes and family planning will also be available.
The Nursing Center is located on 928 Mandarin St. in Cocoa, two
blocks south of State Road 520 on Fiske Boulevard. For more
information, contact them at 690-3915.
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Healthy ideas site brings
good living into focus
By VICKI DESORMIER
Staff Writer
Most college students have a
reputation of not caring much
about the awful stuff we put
into our bodies, but studies
have shown we are not all
health nightmares.
For those who are interested
in living a consistently healthy
lifestyle, Prevention magazine's Healthy Ideas website
(http://www.healthyideas.com)
is a great
find.
From
recipes to
chat
rooms to
easy-toread articles that don't use a lot of Latin
words pulled out of medical
texts, the sfre is very user
friendly.
The site doesn't just rehash
the popular magazine, it is frequently updated and responds
to the questions and comments
submitted by those who visit
the site.
If you like to cook, there are
more than 300 low-fat recipes
in the current file. The offerings change often so be sure to
save the ones you want. It
could be gone next week. Most
of the recipes are easy to make
and inexpensive.
While some of the articles
will be of little or no interest to
many young adults (like the
discussion on wh.en thumbsucking should stop) there's
plenty to keep you interested if
you're interested in things like
weight loss (as most of us are)
or exercise (as most of us like
to pretend we are).
The bright, easy to navigate
site, is chock full of stuff that
will help you live a healthier
lifestyle.

There's currently an article
about how healthy the prepared
food you can pick up at the deli
in your local supermarket is ...
or isn't. It'll make you think
twice before you let someone
else prepare that potato salad.
One really cool feature for
those of us who like to plan
ahead is the menu planner. Just
plug in your weight, your
desired weight, your activity
level and your gender and
(nearly) instantly you have a
daily menu planner suggested
for you. There are a dozen or
more choices for breakfast,
lunch,_dinner and snacks with
calorie amounts in parentheses.
Just add up the calories and
make sure you don't go over
your limit (they tell you what
your limit should be).
There's also a food scanner
that will analyze all the food
you eat. You may not want to
know that the large cheeseburger you had for dinner has
649 calories, 35.3 grams of fat
(12.8 grams of saturated fat),
94 milligrams of cholesterol
and 920 milligrams of sodium
(and much more), but at least it
lets you get a picture of what
you're eatins. You can analyze
your whole day (in terms of
food) or just one item.
Check out the site, there are
some fun things to play with
that can offer you an enlightening view on what you put into
your body and some interesting
articles on how to get them out
and get into your best shape
ever.
Have fun with it. Just for the
health of it.
If you have seen any cool
sites as you've been surfing on
the web, please· let me know
about them. E-mail me at
wordgal@rocketmail.com and
I might review that site in a
Future article.
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Create a more polished and professional-looking project
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You could be just the
Wellness Peer Consultant
we are lookine for!
Trainina & Team Buildina this summer.
EmPlo!i!ment 15 hours Per week for fall 1998 & SPrin2 1999.
APPiication Period MondaY. March 9 - Friday. March 20 at the
UCF Wellness Center (823-584 IJ.
location: Trailer 617 between Creol and the Arboritum.
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You only get one chance to make a first impression
By KATHERINE MARTIN
Staff Writer

•
•

A first impression lasts seven
seconds. So, unless you can showcase your diploma and job experience in that seven seconds, you
need to make your image speak for
you.
Gayle Beatty, an image consultant certified through the
Association of Image Consultants
International, addressed a crowd
of 50 students about business etiquette and professional image for
ladies.
"Most women have no idea
what's successful, in either clothes
or appearance," Beatty said. "All
of us are in sales. We have to sell
ourselves."
Beatty covered topics from hairstyles to handshakes and also
explained how a person can appear
confident.
"The key to making an entrance
is to act as if you belong there,"
she said. "Fake it until you make
it."
According to Beatty, many
women need to work on their
handshakes.
"(A handshake) is part of your
symbol," Beatty said. ''When you
shake hands, join your hand with
theirs web-to-web and grasp firmly but not too hard and give about
two or three pumps up and down."

The audience then proceeded to
practice shaking hands and
exchanging names with each
other.
"I find that you can't get a proper handshake from a man because
they are afraid to crush you," said
a female student from the audience. "They give me this finger-tip
handshake."
"If someone tries to give you a
finger-tip handshake, then help
them out and slide your hand in
there to make that web-to-web
connection," Beatty said. "IT they
have the bone-crusher handshake,
say to them, 'My goodness, that's
a very strong handshake.'"
There are other aspects of your
image influencing a person's first
impression of you.
"Fifty-five percent of your first
impressions is visual," Beatty said.
"That means your hair, your makeup and your clothes. The sound
and inflection of your voice is 38
percent, and the last 7 percent are
the words you choose in a conversation."
Beatty also gave tips on how to
start a professional wardrobe.
First, she emphasized that you
need to have clothes that compliment you. Vertical lines lengthen
and slenderize, such as your nose,
the hair next to your· jaw, zippers
and buttons.
Horizontal lines can look as wide

Photo by AMBER BOWERS

Gayle Beatty will host an etiquette seminar for men on

March 18.

as a horizon, she said.
"Never start or stop a horizontal
line at a figure challenge," Beatty
said. "If your hips are the widest
area of your body and your jacket
stops at your hips, guess what
looks really big?"
Make sure you can wear an outfit three different ways, . Beatty
said. This will maximize your
wardrobe.
Use the cost-per-wearing formu-

la when buying clothes.
"You divide the cost of the outfit
by how often you think you will
wear it," Beatty said. "So if you
buy an outfit for $100 and you
wear it four times, you just spent
$25 per wearing.
"Sleeveless in the workplace
never cuts it. It's not formal. Males
don't wear sleeveless clothes to
work."
Casual Fridays should never be

taken past the written guidelines,
Beatty said.
A hairstyle should never be stuck
in any area, she said. You should
change your hairstyle every three
years to update it. Not many
women need makeup, but if you
never wear it, then try using a little
bit.
"Always apply foundation with a
sponge and work in the direction
your hair follicles are growing,"
Beatty said. "Foundations should
be exactly the color of your skin.
Don't use a small brush for blush.
Blush should be applied two fingers away from the nose to even
with the eye on the cheekbone."
Makeup is something easily ·
overdone, Beatty said, so try to
keep it to blush and lip color only.
Larasba Lobbins, a senior marketing major, said it is important to
present a professional appearance.
"This was helpful not just how to
look professional, but also how to
present yourself in a professional
way," she said.
Senior Lutz Hofbauer said he
gained a female perspective. on
how to have a professional appearance.
"(The presentation) was very
informative especially for me as a
male," Hofbauer said. "I got a different point of view."

Sleep deprivation, a problem for many stUdents
By ANNE FAWCETT
College Press Service
The people who doze off every
day in your 2 p.m. class may not
be suffering from boring-professoritis.
They may actually be sleepdeprived. New research shows
that college students largely
make up the sleepiest group in a
sleepy nation, risking dangerous
academic and social consequences.
Many instructors say symptoms of deprivation - the nodding heads and droopy eyes typically kick in during afternoon classes. While many pro-

f essors blaze through their
lessons as planned, some refuse
to teach dur~ng high-:doze times.
"What's the use of teaching in a
bedroom?" asked James Maas, a
psychology professor at Cornell
University.
Maas' research on sleep deprivation has found that college
students average 6.1 hours of
sleep each night - three times
less shut-eye than they need and
less than the national average of
seven hours.
"I describe college students as
a group of walking zombies," he
said.
While many students behave
as if immune to sleep, Maas said
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UNITED WAY
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895-8886

Confidential
Assistance

Outside Orlando
800-388-2227

they actually need to snooze
more than other adults to reach
optimum performance. Students
should ~leep nine hours each
day, compared to the eight hours
everyone else needs, he said.
"People need more sleep
between puberty and age 25
than any other stage of life,
except infancy," he added.
"College students fit right in
there."
Maas and a team of
researchers from Stanford
University found that only 1
percent of students at Cornell
and Stanford said they were
fully awake all day, while 25
percent reported that they took

daily naps.
Then there are people like
Namita Bhatnagar, a doctorate
student in marketing at the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, who said she doesn't have a set sleep pattern at a11.
"Whenever I feel most unproductive, I usually sleep three or
four hours and then get up," she
said.
People living in stressful environments who also deprive
themselves of sleep - namely
college students - risk a wide
range of negative side effects,
Maas said. Sickness and exaggerated effects from alcohol
consumption are among his

679-5144
Complete Une Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

chief concerns. Research shows
the effect one alcoholic drink
has on someone who is getting
between five and six hours of
sleep each night is the equivalent of six drinks consumed by
someone who is getting the
proper.amount of shut-eye.
Maas advises students to
establish regular sleeping patterns. If they do, he said they'll
likely see their efficiency and
grades improve. And they'll feel
better, too, he said.
"Everybody can get by for a
while, (but) then they get sick,"
Maas said. "Listen in an auditorium during exams - everyone
is coughing."
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Motivation is a powerful tool
in writing a research paper
By LINDA RAMOS
Staff Writer

...

t

Writing can be simply defined
as a means to communicate
opinions, knowledge and emotions. Writing is truly one of the
most important tools in the student's arsenal of skills.
In order to write an effective
essay or term/research paper,
you need to know the writing
assignment's purpose, plan
enough writing time and use a·
writing method to help start and
complete the proj"ect.
To assess your writing's purpose, review the instructor's
requirements.
Essays and papers are
assigned by instructors to evaluate a student's organization and
analytical thinking. Ultimately,
the writing assignment is an
expression of the student.
The instructor generally provides guidelines to determine
the purpose of the paper.
For example, will the paper be
informational, research-based,
persuasive, narrative or a critique? In order to be motivated
to write, select a topic that interests you.
Find out how many references
are needed, word count and the
minimum/maximum length of
pages.
Kevin Paul of Study Smarter,
Not Harder suggests that the
point of identifying a writing
assignment's purpose is to boost
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you know about the topic by
listing what you know and don't
know about it. Spend additional
time researching the unclear
areas.
Determine who is your writing audience, students or the
students' self-confi- instructor? Ask yourself, what
does this audience want to
dence.
The earlier you start writing know about the topic?
Second, draft an outline.
the assignment, the more time
Third,
develop a thesis (the
you have to research the topic
assignment's
main idea reflectand fully develop a thesis. · .
ed
throughout
the entire writing
Marvin and Peter Lunenfeld,
co-authors of College Basics: project).
Write a brief introductory
How to Stilrt Right and Finish
Strong, devised a six-week paragraph based on the thesis.
timeframe to complete a writing After developing the rest of the
paper, you will be able to write
assignment.
The first two weeks should be a more encompassing introducscheduled for research. If for tion.
Using your research, develop
some reason your paper does
not need extensive research, the body of tpe paper with suptake these first two weeks to porting paragraphs and end it
with a conclusion. Fourth, evalplan the paper's outline .
The third week should be del- uate the paper for style, purpose
egated to writing a first draft. and structure. Revise and edit as
Take a break from the writing , appropriate.
The foundation for any good
project during the fourth week.
After the break, your mind writing is based on motivation,
will be refreshed and more time and following a method
objective to start the revision from start to finish.
process during the fifth week.
Linda Ramos is associated
Polish the final copy during the
with Full Student Services
sixth week.
The process of actually start- (FSS), which provides word
ing to write can be intimidating, processing/typing and research
and Carol C. Kanar, The assistance to college students.
Confident Student, describes Direct all correspondence to
steps to make writing more · FSS, PO Box 622077 Oviedo,
FL 32762-2077 or 407-525manageable.
First, brainstorm everything 3302.
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UCF plays 7 games in 7 days
FromPAGE28

two-third innings to earn his fifth
save.
Matt Lubozynski ('.2-1) got the
decision in the late game, giving
up seven hits, three runs and striking out six over seven innings,
while junior Kevin Gordon
earned his second save.

game that gives everyone a
chance to play a little bit and you
don't get too many of them, so
you have to take advantage of
them."
UCF faces its longest consecutive game stretch of season this
week. The Knights play the first
of three against Western Illinois
on March 17 and finish with the
last
of
three
against
Northwestern on March 23.
UCF plays Lehigh on March

run.
Junior pitcher Lester Victoria (12) earned the win, allowing two
runs and four hits over 6.2 innings
while striking out four.
After going up 5-0 in the first
inning, the Golden Knights
failed to score until addmg
three runs in the eighth.
''That's the thing that kills me
about this team," said Coach
Jay Bergman. "We just can't
20.
bury anybody. You can't give a
Croud said fatigue shouldn't
good team a chance to come
be a factor in the upcoming
back."
games.
In a double-header with
"Corning out every day and
Central Michigan University
getting up to play seven or eight
on March 13, the Knights
games in a row, that can be a
outscored the Chippewas 14-7.
challenge," Croud said. "Once
Johnson, Croud and Riggs
Photo by MIKE MARSHALL it starts, I don't think we'll have
led the offense against CMU. UCF's pitching allowed only 13 to worry about any kind of
Going a combined 11-23, the runs in the last four games.
fatigue factor. We've already
trio accounted for nine runs~
won eight in a row and who
two doubles, five RBI and one
knows, by the end of this, we
triple.
Against UIC, the Knights used could win 16 in a row."
Junior outfielder Esix Snead and 21 of 30 position players in the
The team hopes to keep improvsophomore infielder Dustin game. Freshman Matt Bowser led ing heading into conference play
Brisson also contributed, going 5- the way, going 3-3 with three runs (The TAAC opener is at Florida
12 with two runs, an RBI and a and adding three RBI. Bellhorn Atlantic on March 28), Bergman
stolen base.
snapped a 1-12 slump, with two said.
Senior pitcher/outfielder Todd hits, two runs and an RBI.
"I think we're getting better,"
Bellhorn (6-0) earned the win in
The win allowed everyone play- Bergman said. "We're at a time
the first game, allowing four runs, ing time, Bergman said.
where we have the team in here
six hits, and five strikeouts over
"It is good for the team to have where we can get a little momen7 .1 innings. Freshman reliever so many players come off the tum going."
Jason Arnold pitched one and bench," Bergman said. "It's a

'
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UCF hopes to fill holes on defense

•

From PAGE 28
will give us our best offensive
line [in years]. We should be
able to run behind a line like
that, but when you have a quarterback like Daunte Culpepper,
you want to put the ball in his
hands."
One of the bigger questions
heading into camp has been
who would replace tbe departed Brian VanGorder as defensive coordinator. Kruczek has
recommended administration
hire Gene Chizik, who held the
same position at Stephen F.
Austin the past two years, as
the new coordinator.
"Besides his knowledge of
Xs and Os and technique, he
has a history in Florida,"
Kruczek said. "He grew up in
Clearwater. He went to the
University of Florida. He has a
long history in the state. He
will stay here, unlike many
other defensive coordinators. I
didn't want to recommend a
guy that would jump out of
here in two years."
Whoever is named will have
a tough job ahead of him. The
·Knights have lost six starters
on defense and getting the
replacements ready wilJ be
imperative.
Gone are the team's top three
defensive
ends
Jermaine

•

•

•

•

•
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Benoit, Mike Osuna and Jameil
Mc Whorter, who combined for
201 tackles and 17 .5 sacks last
season.
Sophomore
Fred
Harley, a starter last season at
defensive tackle, moves to
right end with junior Marv
Richardson taking the left side.
With only four sacks between
them, the returning linemen
will be expected to mature
quickly. Georgia Tech transfer
Edwin Ferguson, who played
linebacker against the Knights
in 1996, will play end in pass
rushing situations .
"Those guys left pretty big
shoes to fill, but we have the
talent to meet those expectations the coaches expected
from us," Richardson said.
"The spring is going to be a
battle. I can assure you whoever starts at defenseive end will
make the position solid."
The other position hurt by
graduation is the secondary.
The Knights return only senior
cornerback Reginald Doster
after the loss of safeties Kenton
Rickerson,
Donnell
Washington and cornerback
Darry 1 Latimore.
Senior Deon Porter, who
played both linebacker and
safety la~t year, should replace
Washington at free safety.
Sophomore Damien Demps
starts the spring as the first-

team free safety. Safety Tyrell
Rice and corner Davin Bush,
starte_rs in 1996, return after sitting out 1997 with academic
ineligibility. Senior corner Paul
Miranda, who has been timed
with 4.29-second time in the
40-yard dash, will compete
with junior Jeff Fye for the
nickle and dime back positions.
"We have, probably, better
athletes than the guys who
graduated," Kruczek said.
"They haven't been in the battle long, however. The key will
be how fast they learn the
defensive scheme."
UCF has a few injuries heading into practice. First-team
linebackers Deaubrey Devine
(shoulder) and Mike Palmer
(ankle) and Dayton (knee
rehab) will likely participate in
non-contact drills only.
Gooch, who could be named
assistant' head coach in the next
few days, said the starters'
absences will give reserves
valuable repetitions in practice.
"Those players are not question marks," Gooch said.
"Those players can play when
healthy, so this is an advantage
from a stand point that guys
like Mike Spencer, Tito
Rodriguez and Tony Hardman
that are going to get a lot of
time at

I •-'

FUTURE file photo

Wide receiver Siaha Burley led UCF with 77 catches for 1,106
yards and seven touchdowns in 1997.
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wednesday lf:j
thursday IU)
friday
t.'.(e] saturday tJI:
Football • Spring Practice begins,
ends with Black and Gold game at
the Florida Citrus Bowl on April 11.
Baseball vs. Western Illinois, UCF
Baseball Complex, 7 p.m.
Men's tennis vs. Louisville, varsity
tennis courts, 2 p.m.

tJ1

---su
___n
___d
__a..;. .;. ,y.,.______

Baseball vs. Northwestern , UCF
Baseball Complex, 1 p.m.
Women's and men's tennis vs.
Florida Atlantic, varsity tennis
courts, 11 a.m.
Women's golf, Stetson Invitational in
Daytona Beach.
Men's golf, U.A. Spring Invitational in
Montgomery, Ala.

Baseball vs. Western Illinois,
UCF Baseball Complex~ 3
p.m.

Baseball vs. Leh{gh, OCF Baseball Complex, 7 p.m.
WQmen's and men's tennis vs. Georgia State, varsity
tennis courts, 1 p.m.
Women's golf, Stetson Invitational in D~ytona Beach.
Men's golf, U.A. Spring Invitational In Montgomery,

Ata.
Track and Field, FSU Relays at F1orida State.
track and Field, Mosher Relays at wart Disney World
Sports Comp1ex.

tJJ

t}j

_tu_e_s_d_a___
y___

_m_o_n_d_a--ilyl'---___

Baseball vs. Northwestern,
UCF Basebail Complex, 7

p.m.

.....................

BasebaJI vs.
Northwestern, UCF
Baseball Complex, 7

p.m.
Women's golf, Stetson
Invitational in Daytona
Beach.
Men's golf, U.A. Spring
Invitational in
Montgomery, Ala.
Track and Field, Mosher
Relays at Walt Disney
World Sports Complex.
Women's Crew, Florida
Crew Classic,
Gainesville, Fl.
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Impressive victory ends perfect week for UCF tennis
By TONY MEJIA
Staff Writer
The men's and women's tennis
tvams _ continued
winning
streaks by defeating TAAC rival
Mercer on March 15.
The men (9-5, 1-2 in the
TAAC) capped their solid play
last week with a 6-1 victory, the
team's fourth in a row, over the
Bears. UCF overwhelmed the
Bears in singles play, winning
five out of six games and won
all three doubles matches.
No. l singles player David
Winberg improved his record to
13-1 with a 7-5, 6-2 victory over
Rafael Co,nto. Teddy Tandjung,
Pelle Brunskog, and Pedro
Pacheco all earned straight-set
wins.
"I think we' re doing a good
Photo by MIKE MARSHALL
job playing tough matches and Junior.David Winberg was.13- ,
practicing hard," Winberg said. 1 aft~r his victory over
"We needed to get our confi- Mercer's No. 1 singles player
dence. back if we're going to on March 15.
play other teams well. We need
to play strong in preparation for
UCF remains undefeated at
the tough matches because we
home, pushing their record to
know they are coming up."
10-0. The Knights defeated two
The men also defeated
teams ranked in th-e top 75 in the
Bowling Green, 5-2, on March
latest NCAA tennis polls. The
12 thanks to singles victories
women
defeated
Boston
from Tandjung, Brunskog,
University 7-2 and squeaked by
Pacheco
and
Winberg.
Pennsylvania 5-4 behind singles
Brunskog 1said the team is perwins
by
Widyadharma,
forming better after a rocky
Svantesson, Christian and Okal.
start.
"These are all games we
"Some of us are playing realshould be winning, and everyly well, and some of us aren't
one is really improving their
playing well at all," Brunskog
play," Coach Gail Falkenberg
said. "A few weeks ago I lost a
said. "We can still play better,
couple of matches in a row, but
but it's good to see everything
lately I've been playing better.
coming together."
It's the middle of the season, so
The UCF women hosted East
hopefully by the time post-seaTennessee State on March 16
son comes around everyone will
while the men host Louisville
be playing well."
on March 18. The teams welThe women (11-2, 3-0) cruised
come TAAC opponents Georgia
to a 9-0 victory over Mercer (1State and Florida Atlantic on
9), the team's seventh-consecuMarch 20 and 22, respectively.
tive win. Sophomore Maria
"Those key conferences
Widyadharma (15-5) had the
matches will tell us where we
toughest game of ihe day, outare in the TAAC," Falkenberg
lasting Lisa English in a number
said. "I know if we play well,
one singles match, 6-4, 6-2. Ann
we can come out with a pair of
Svantesson, Jeanine Christian,
victories. We'll see if they conSonja Prokopec and Daniela
tinue to improve. Right now,
Okal all topped their opponents
we're playing better and better."
6-0, 6-0. Itzel Soto-Rosa also
prevailed for UCF, beating
Melissa Puser 6-0, 6-1.
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Senior turned down $40,000 signing bonus
From PAGE 28
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Division I team and Todd saw it
as an opportunity to lift a team
to that next level."
Bellhorn's chance to help the
team would be years away,
however. After garnering allconference and co-player of the
year honors as a senior at OHS,
Beilhorn found himself on the
bench most of his first season as
a Knight.
Bellhorn appeared in 33 of 62
games in 1995, starting four
times. He had only five hits and
one RBI in 37 at-bats.
Bellhom's 3.38 ERA showed
promise, but he didn't record a
win or a loss.
With increased playing time
in 1996, Bellhorn improved in
every category. Bellhorn posted
a .289 batting average while
starting 64 of 65 games. He had
57 hits in 197 plate appearances, along with 12 doubles
and 33 RBis. As a pitcher,
Bellhorn went 2-1 with a 4.58
ERA and had two saves.
Bellhorn's improvement continued in 1997, as he placed
among the team's top five in
batting average (.329, fourth),
RBI (58, second) and home
runs (six, tied for third). He
went 4-4 with a 4.15 ERA in 16
appearances. Bellhorn struck
out 84 while throwing 80.1
innings. His performance
earned him a spot on the allTAAC third team.
His standout play caught the
eye of major league scouts, par:.
ticularly the San Francisco
Giants. In the summer of 1997,

San Francisco drafted Bellhom
in the ninth round. When the
call came from the Giants, however, Bellhorn didn't answer the
phone.
"I was the one who called him
and told him he was drafted,"
said
Marilyn
Bellhorn,
Bellhorn 's mother.
Bellhorn played for Athletes
in Action's Baseball Ministry
for part of the summer of 1997,
Marilyn Bellhorn said. The
Baseball Ministry uses baseball
as a way to lead people to
Christianity, she said.
The MLB draft almost prevented Bellhom from playing
over the summer.
"Todd told the guys at
Athletes in Action that he
thought he might get drafted,"
Marilyn Bellhom said. "He didn't know whether to stay or go,
but they eventually influenced
him to go."
After his trip, Bellhom had to
choose whether to forego his
senior season or return to UCF.
It was choice Bellhom had to
make on his own.
"He had to make the decision,
but we supported him either
way he would have went with
it,"
said Ted
Bellhorn,
Bellhom's father.
"After being through it once
before with Mark (who plays
for the Oakland A's), it was a
little different. I have always
told Todd since he was young
that if he was good enough to
play there, whether it was Little
League, high school, college or
the next step, that he would go."
So why did Bellhorn spurn a

a

$40,000 signing. bonus and
return to UCF?
"I love to play the game and
also the opportunity to be an
[Christian] example to my
teammates," said Bellhorn, a
born-again Christian who is the
president of Campus Crusade
for Christ at UCF.
"I'm financially secure as it is
and I wasn't in a situation
where I needed the money. It's a
lot of money up front, but it
won't make you happy and it
won't take you real far."
By deciding to return, the
Giants no longer own Bellhorn •
'sdraft rights and he can be
drafted again this year.
With a 0.99 ERA and a 6-0
record this season, Bellhorn has
caught the eye of scouts from
the Boston Red Sox, San Diego
Padres, Milwaukee Brewers
and New York Mets.
"He's a lefty and he has a
good arm, and that's some of
the things we look for at the
next level," said Jim Gabella, a
scout for the Cleveland Indians.
"He was drafted last year and
he'll be somewhere next year,
too. When you come from a
quality program like UCF,
you've got a good chance."
Looking back, Bellhorn said
he does not regret staying.
"I'm so content with my decision. I'm so glad I came back,"
he said. "I'm looking forward
to this year and if I get another
opportunity to sign [with a
team], I'll probably take it. I'm
more prepared physically . and
mentally [for the pro level],
both on and off the field."
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FUTURE file photo
Senior pitcher/outfielder Todd Bellhorn leads the team with six wins and five home runs.
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By DEREK GONSOULIN
Sports Editor
Spring football practice gives
younger players a chance to
establish themselves months
before the season begins. The
same can be said for first-time
head coaches.
"I'm looking forward to it,"
said interim coach Mike
Kruczek, who spent 13 years as
UCF's offensive coordinator
before Gene McDowell's resignation on Jan. 20. "It's been two
months since [I became head
coach] and I'm looking forward
to getting back on the field,
putting the shorts and baseball
hat back on and start coaching
again."
Kruczek said because of his
many years on the coaching staff
his transition to his new position
should be smooth. His main
worry is how the players will
react to his more enthusiastic
FUTURE file photo coaching style compared _ to
Quarterback Daunte Culpepper should benefit from an offense McDowell's.
that returns nine other starters.
"Gene and I are different, con-

Track and Field does well at FIU Invitational
UCF competed in the FIU Invitational on March 13-14 at the
· Ron Book Track. The meet, wl_rich featured Army, Florida
International, Florida Memorial, Miami-Dade, South Florida and
UCF, was an unscored team meet.
UCF's Jenn Herron placed.second in two field events. Her toss
of 39-feet, 7-inches in the shot put and 36-feet, 7-inches in the
discus were second place finishes while Amber Twyner threw
the javelin 117-feet, 9-inches for the other team-high second
place for the Golden Knights.
Michele Boike placed third in the long jump, 17-feet, 6-inches, and captured a third place finish in the 100 meter high hurdles with a time of 14.74 seconds. Valerie Beaubrun placed third
in the 400 meter dash with a time of 58.98 while Aisha Neal
placed fourth in the 800 meter run with her time of two minutes,
22.34 seconds.
Anne Panaggio had the top UCF finish in the 3,000 meter run.
She placed sixth with a time of 10 hours,' 37 minutes and 21 seconds.

Men's golf 8th at Seminole
UCF shot a final round 304 and finished eighth at the Seminole
Classic in Tallahassee, March 11. The Knights entered the final
round in 10th , but with strong play from Jason Opal and Kristian
Svalheim, who shot 75 on the day, UCF moved up to eighth by
the end of the day.
Opal tied for 14th with a nine-over-par 225, while Svalheim
finished in 27th with a 14-over-par 230. North Carolina took
home the team title with a 16-over-par 880. The men next play
the U .A Spring Invitational in Montgomery, Ala. on March 2022.

Women finish 10th at Peggy Kirk
The women's golf team shot a final round 319 and finished
eighth at the Peggy Kirk Bell Invitational in Windermere, March
10. The Knights entered the final round tied for 10th, but Tatiana
Londono and Line Berg each shot 77 on the final day to move
UCF up to eighth. Londono and Berg finished tied for 11th with
12-over-par 157.
TAAC rival Campbell University took home the team title with
a 28-over-par 604. Host Rollins finished seventh with a 70-o~er
par 646. UCF plays next at the Stetson Invitational in Daytona
Beach on March 20-22.

siderably," Kruczek said. "It's
not that I'm trying to be different. It's just the way I am. I'm a
very positive, enthusiastic guy.
That's not to say Gene wasn't all
the time, it's we just have a different slant on things."
The football team enters spring
practice March. 18 with many
questions the coaching staff
hopes to solve by the finale, the
Black and Gold game on April
11. Officially, that gives Kruczek
15 days of practice to figure out
what his team will look like.
The fewest questions heading
into spring practiee co_me .from
the offense. Led . by standout
quarterback Dau~te Culpepper,
UCF returns 10 of 11 starters
who finished 1997 11th in passing offense and 26th in total
offense. The team's bowl hopes
may rest on how many points
Culpepper and senior receivers
Mark Nonsant and Siaha Burley
can put up.
"They should set their goals
very lofty as an offense,"
Kruczek said. "We want to talk

about those goals as soon as possible as a unit, so they can think
about it all offseason after spring
to prepare for the seaso'ii."
Wide receiver should be the
team's deepest position. With
Nonsant and Burley as the
starters, sophomore Charles Lee,
who led the team in yards per
catch (15.9) and scored six
touchdowns last season, will be a
lock as the third receiver. Seniors
Kenny Clark and Eric Leister
will have to beat out 6-foot-2
redshirt freshman Tavirus Davis,
who looked good enough in
practice to play last year.
The offensive line, which was
forced to start freshman center
Chris Lorenti and tackle Freddie
Moore, should be a team
strength. The only starter lost
was Ray Gould.
"We' have a very salty offensive
line," running backs coach Alan
Gooch said. "We have Ryan
Gillis coming back and a lot of
other seniors like Marcus
Jenkins and Cornell Green that
See UCF, Page 25
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Bellhom reaping the benefits
from decision to stay at UCF
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
UCF coach Jay Bergman didn't
need any scouting reports to convince him Todd Bellhorn could
handle collegiate baseball.
"I've known Todd since he was
about 8-years-old and he is a
quality person," said Bergman.
"Todd's father and I used to be
in a Bible study class together and
we
were
neighbors.
The
Bellhoms are good, strong people."
Bellhorn, a pitcher/outfielder
and his brother Mark attended

Bergman's summer camp at UCF
when they were kids. During their
days as neighbors, Todd and Mark
often threw baseballs with
Bergman's children.
The Bergman family eventually
moved, but kept in contact with
the Bellhorns. Several colleges
recruited Bellhorn, who played at
Oviedo High School, including
powerhouses Auburn and Florida
State.
Auburn and FSU offered him
only partial scholarships, so
Bellhorn chose UCF.
"Jay beirig here was probably
one of the factors that helped me

decide to attend UCF," Bellhorn
said. "Just being able to talk to
Coach Bergman and the relationship we had was a big factor."
Mike Ferrell, Bellhorn's coach
at OHS, said several factors
helped Bellhorn decide on UCF.
"Todd wanted to stay home and
he had a tremendous amount of
respect for Jay and what he was
trying to do at UCF," said Ferrell,
who also played for Bergman at
Seminole Community College.
"At the time when Todd chose
UCF, the school was a pretty good
See SENIOR, Page 27

UCF takes advantage of homestand,
offense extends winning streak to 8
By JEFF CASE
Staff Writer
The UCF baseball team could be finding its offensive
rhythm as it defeated the University of Illinois-Chicago,
20-4, on March 15 for its eighth-consecutive victory.
The Knights' offense has been a major factor in the
team's last'four wins, as UCF outscored its opposition
42-13.
"Everyone is starting to come around offensively," said
· outfielder Will Croud. 'The other teams are giving us a
lot of good pitches to hit, but we're starting to come
around."
UCF defeated the University of Miami, Ohio on March
11, 8-2. Junior shortstop Eric Riggs led UCF, going 2-3
with two runs, two RBI, a double and his fifth homerun
of the year. Junior catcher Erik Johnson also played well,
going 3-4 with two runs, three RBI and his third homeSee UCF, Page 24
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Junior shortstop Eric Riggs is tied for the team
lead in home runs with five.
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